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PREFACE

Final reports are prosaic documents (factual, unimaginative, dull, accord-
ing to Webster's). This report is probably no exception. While factual, the'
content cannot convey the excitement generated by the. opportunity to develop
the first components of a futures oriented technology.. That excitement is
tempered, to some extent, by the frustrations encountered in the problem 'Solv-
ing'process. That, too, is missing from the report. Nevertheless, the careful
reader will be able to tease out these factors and perhaps will gliupse, also,
the potential of technology systems for the severely handicapped.

The primary objective of a final report is to describe what was accomp-
lished, present the data, and suggest what should come next. This report will
do that but will attempt some other objectives too. Bearing in mind that
final reports may be doomed to collect dust on a shelf, the content of this
document is designed for more active purposes. It reports what was accomp-
lished during the two year award period. It contains tables of problems en-
countered and how they were solved -- to serve as a sort of do it yourself
manual for others with similar interests. It contains a prototype model sys-
teme to serve as a blueprint for social planners searching for ways to meet
desired goals. Some questions are raised, in summary, about the future of
systems like this, "Who should nurture them, and for how long?"

In brief, when RFP 74-5 was advertised, we proposed that individually de-
signed teaching machines, placed in homes and controlled by computer, might be
a reasonable, and relatively, inexpensive, way to reach children who Were geo-
graphically or politically removed from educational opportunities. During the
conduct pf the project, the potential of the Telecommunications system for
facilitating social service delivery and, coordination emerged. Time will tell
if these novel uses will generate support to bring a full scale system into
operation.



ORGANIZATION AND ABSTRACT OF THE FINAL REPORT

Section One contains the justification for the project, abstracted cri-

tical components of the request- for proposals (REP) and a list of the

objectives proposed for the project. The remainder of the report is organized

is chronological order. Section, Two is comprised of a list of events and

-dates. Sections Three, Four and Five contain the procedures and outcomes,

respectively, of system development, child'referral and family demographic im-

formation, and instructional home intervention. A related activity, contri-

buted services from the University Medical Center, is described in Section Six.

Child performance profiles are listed in Section Seven. Section Eight des-

cribes cost estimates for a prototype system. The summary and recommendations

are listed in Section Nine. Included in the appendices'is a summary chart of

major problems and their solutions.

vi
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SECTION 0 E

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Historical Perspective

Prior to 1971, the notion of education for the severely retarded and mul-

tiply handicapped received little attention from educators and professionals

in community service agencies. This population was generally relegated to

institutions at birth or shortly thereafter or received instruction in pre-

school or workshop programs operated by parent groups. In 1971, the Pennsyl-

vania decision (PA vs. the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania) precipitated the

right to education movement and forced a change in_educational delivery-sys-

tems. As a cons'equence of that and other landmark-decisioni, similar suits

have been Medlin nearly every state, public schools have been charged, with

the responsibility to find and provide education far all handicapped children,

ue process safeguards have been written into legislation to insure that child-

ren receive appropriate educational programs, permissive early education has

been written into the education laws of a f9w states, efforts have been ini-

tiated to develop personnel preparation programs, and a concerted effort has

begun to find new and different ways to educate these children.

Shortly after the Pennsylvania decision, the Bureau of Education for-the

Handicapped (BEH) convened an ad hoc advisory meeting. The product of that

meeting (BEH, 1972) was a set of recommendations for a comprehensive and coor-

dinated approLch to provide educational opportunities for children with severe'

handicapping conditions. That meeting, and those recommendations, affirmed a

BEH commitment to the severely handicapped, and marked the beginning of several

programs to serve this population, including a request for proposals (REP) to

develop telecommunications systems for severely handicapped children and youth.

Key Elements of REP 74-5
(Telecommunications for
Severely Handicapped
Children and Youth)

This final report, as noted, has been written for a variety of audiences.

Since few will have access to the original RFP, critical elements are included

in the final report. This information will provide the'reader with the pur-

pose of the REP.

This procurement is for one or more demonstration projects

employing telecommunications for severely handicapped

children and youth.
(p 1)

There exists among the handicapped, those children-and

youth whose physical, mental, and/9r social skills have

been so limited that they have largely been overlooked in

the provision of services.
(p.



TheBureau of Edu n for the Handicapped has established
as a goal the pro is n of equal educational opportunities
to all handicapped children. In order to realize this goal
with respect to severely handicapped children and youth,
the Bureau adopted-the objective to enAble such children
and youth to become as independent as possible, thereby
reducing their requirements for institutional care and pro-
viding opportunity for self - development.

(p. 1).

A severely handicapped child is one-who, besause of the
intensity of his physical, mental, or emotional prob-
lems, or a combination of such problems, 'needs educa-
tional, social, psychological, and medical services
beyond those which have been offered by traditional
regular and special educational programs, in order to
maximize his full potential for useful and meaningful
participation in society and fnr self-fulfillment.
Such children include those classified as seriously
emotionally disturbed ,(schizophrenic and autistic),
Brof.yldlandsextallretarded, and those
with two or more serious handicapping conditions such
as the mentally retarded-deaf, and the mentally retarded-
blind.

(p. 2)

Such severely handicapped children may possess severe
language and/or perceptual-cognitive deprivations,
and evidence a number of abnormal behaviors including:
failure to attend to even the most pronounced social
stimuli, self-mutilation, self - stimulation,' manifestation
of durable and intense temper tantrums, and the absence
of even the most rudimentary forms of verbal control,
and may also have-an extremely fragile physiological
condition.

(p. 2)

Proposals undbr this RFP should be erected toward those
severely handicapped children and youth-who are homebound
due to restEicted mobility or to.other aspects of social
performance or physical involvement.

(p. 2)

Additional elements or activities considered signifi-
cant for the innovative application of media tech-
nology in the provision of services to severely handi-
capped children and youth may be addressed by the
applicant. p

(p. 3)

'Thus, it can.be seen that, while general in scope, the'RFP was directed
toward demonstration of applications of technology and innovative methods to
educate severely handicapped children in home settings. The RFP elicited
seventeen"responsesand five were funded. Tawney (in press) described those

a
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projects.(Appendix A),which include telephone and video transmission sys-
s utilizing workbook, computer generated, or video-taped instructional

ent serving delayed, retarded, crippled or health impaired, disturbed,

cer brat palsied and multi-handicapped children, from birth to 21 years of age,

who are located in urban, sparsely populated, rural, aid /or geographically
isolated areas.

The Kentucky esponse to RFP 74-5

The objective of the Kentucky project was to develop prototype electron-
ically controlled learning environments in home settings, to educate persbns

with assumed severe developmental retardation and attendant multiple handicaps
(referred to in RFP,74-5 as severely and profoundly retorted).

The Relationship of the Kentucky Response
to RFP 74-5 add Other On-going BEE

Supported Research and
Development Activities.

Tawney (1972) initiated a long-term research and development effort, sup-
ported by a grant from the Diyision:of Research, Bureau of Education for the

Handicapped. A major component of that project was to design and implement an
electronically progranme preschool for children who manifest severe develop-
mental retardation and attendant multiple handicapping conditions. Thd in-

strumentation center for the preschool, a solid state system integrated with
a ininicomputer system, appeared to have the potential, after development ofY

pr.5 typ-° king devices, to control learning stations outside of the preschool.

respons 'RFT 74-5 proposed to place learning devices in home settings to
eduate (stimulate yo persons with severely retarded behavioral repertoires.-
In effect,.the telecommun tions project was proposed as an extension of tech-
nology developed for a model pres nan ur setting to an innovatiNte

application in an early, education systere for remote, sparsely populated, 'gee-.

graphically or polit
ro

ally isolated areas. The offerer proposed to-share-fa-

d

cilities with the, P rammed Environments preschool project, share computer
use, utilize the err less programming model,.and exchange staff expertise to

facilitate the d elopment of both projects.

-T he Origi nal Justification for the
-Telecommunications Project

The intervention model for the telecommunication's,project was drawn from
the rationale for the Programmed Environments preschool. That rationale was
bred on observations of the behavioral repertoired of children in typical
day Care programs, and the knowledge of results of the project which'had at-

" terpted to ameliorate behavioral deficits through extensive programmitig stra-
tegies in natural (non- laboratory) environments. The list of behaviors often
emitted by children with severe 'developmental retardationtia included in
Section Four. Generally; these persons exhibited high rates of stereotypic
and selfdestructive behaviors, and exhibited low rates of age appropriate_ inw
dependent functioning or positive social interaction behavior's. .

1

The concept of programmed or proSthetic environments was first discussed
by Lindsley (1964). Recently, numerous studies or projects have been reported

O



which utilized extensive programming strategies in what might be termed pro-
grammed or prosthetic environments. Diverse in target populations, these in-
cluded programmed environments for adults in mental health settings (Allyon
and Azrin, 1968), programmed laboratory settings for "autistic" children
(Fenster and DeMeyer, 1965), programmed learning environments for children in
institutions for the retarded (Bijou, Birnbrauer, Kidder, and Tague, 1967),
total educational environments (Ulrich, Louisel-1, and W6lfe, 1971), sheltered
workshops for adult retardates (Screven, Straka, and LaFond, 1971), home com-
munity placements for delinquent children (Wolfe, Phillips, and Vixen, 1972),
alternate educational facilities (Cohen, 1972), and'programmed curricula for
tutorial instruction of young trainable retarded children (Tawney and Hipsher,
1970).

Experiences during early phases of the Programmed Environments project
identified problems related to managing children in traditional day care pro-
grams, and Suggested that:

children with behavioral repertoires, as described above,
require constant management in 1:1 situations.

effective instructional and behavioral management must be
highly programmed, with careful attention paid to arrangement
and sequence o antecedent and consequent stimulus events.

c. children with behavioral repertoires as described above are
not likely to have highly reinforcing properties to adults who
interact.with'them in instructional settings over long'periods
of time a factor which makes it difficult-for adults to main-
tain a high rate and quality of teaching behavior.

0
d. children, as described., have extremely "fragile" repertoires

making it impetative that, when specific tasks (behaviors)
have been learned,, these behaviors be maintained by intensive
learning activities in school settings and at home.

e. an adequate curricula is not founded on typical play type.
actilifties, but in a precisely defined set of learning tasks
which begin with simple response building (shaping), and which
proceed through complex and multiple discrimination training
to traditionally conceived "academic" tasks such as language
deimlopment, pre-reading behaviors, etc.

(Lake, 1974, p. )

Other factor considered necessary in the development of services on a
national level ere listed: the target population-is heterogenous in age,
functional level and types of handicapping conditions; limited in number, in
terms of percent of the total Tlopulation; geographically separated; easily
recognizable at birth when observable biological defect is manifest; and fi-_
nally, poorly served in,present settings. It was suggested that the develop-

lament of completely automated learning environments, designed to accommodate
children from birth to such time as the environment might "accompany" the
child to,the neirest school, might be within the realm of current technology.



Thus, the tele cote unicat ions pro e t as proposed to develop 'an educa-
tional delivery system -with the capaeit to begin programming immediately after
th-77,, rl,birth of a infant vith observable and multiple biological defecti. During
the contract, periocl, additdional ra.tivtale for a telecommunications based de-
livery system have emersed and are discOssed in the next section.

Additional Considtratiops in the Design of
Coordinated EclucOtional and Social

Service Velivery Systerns-'

,This..project was initiated to develop a prototype transmission system to
Link -a cohkiter to home placed lealAni.ng de-vic,es via a telephone transmission

m.system. --During the corktract period additional rationale for long-terra develop-
went of a comprehertsive and coordinated- de2ivery system have emerged as pub-
lications on teleccifarnurtications technology have been,preparecl, and as issues
have 'beenraised iu presentations. .4.t the same -time, nationai, attention has
E6eused- on \the. problems of unserved children, school districts are beginning
to' `confront dahagerment Troblems traneporting severely handicapped children

to public: educatiorz facilities, eaxly (infant) intervention is, in-
creased -professibtaa.1 at tuition, and 'the implications of normalization and corn-

, triunity placemerit. ar'e besinraing to impact op parents and service providers. In
short,-.:educe6ic2nferr all handicapped childa'en (0-21 years of age) is moving
from:a :goal to :real_ity. These events p%ov.ide a broader perspective for the
l:ke of telecominaniations technology and suggest additional rationale ,for 'the

- 'development orz---innvative sys tens.

igbi -to educa.tion_ decrees set the stage for due process procedures which
require identification f handicapper children. The report of the Children's

eIense_rtin.611974) ,illustrates hem ehildren -remain unknown or become lost to
school districts. . PL 94442'maridates- a nationalThaffort_to insure that due

recess s followed.- witlin each state. CI-Old-find activities are being ini-

plated in many states. If conducted lath procedures sufficient to'guarantee,
that the identi,fication. process is el.chatistve , a large number of previously un-
identified childrerk are likely to "become vAsible, particularly in rural- and
isolated areas_ These rt-ei cases are Likely to tax the ingenuity of the Systems
charged to serve a-rem. Basically, from a Set of alternatives, -there will-be
no one best- alternative which balances e.tensive travel time, amount of instruc-

.

tion available thro.ugh homebound (Ltirier.snt) 'service and the requirements of
an adequate 'educati.on. Telecommundcations sy:stems may reach into these areas,
to provide daily' with pareritg, JaiJy, sequential computer generated
instruction,, aud stzppor-five liaison gervices which enable a small number of
personnel to cover large geographic areas.

Early De,tec for

A potential leyng-t r>m benefit of 131)1311.e information activities conducted
as a part of child find is greater pi lic and professional awareness of very
young children observable and multiple handicapping conditions which are
likely to retard develoTmentwitbout intervention. This awareness may spur
early referrals by farni_lies and friends.. the establishment of a telecommuni-
cations based system ark a long-terrn basis, concurrent with public awareness, 4



may increase the likelihood that members of tha'medical profession will refer
infants at birth for intervention and related social service delivery.

ovement Toward "Earliest" Intervention

There- is a growing awarenes e potential benefits of birth - onward

-intervention. While there is a conflicting data base in the history of infant
learning research, recent reviewers Fitzgerald and Forges, 1971; Hulsebus,
1971) and long-term studies (White, 1971) confirm that, the infant is a coa-
ditionable organism. Positive results from early intervention (preschool)
studies have_been interpreted as providing a justification-for-early-inter-
vention. Several states have passed permissive legislation for intervention
from birth. A present BEH (1975) report on research needs for the severely.
handicapped contains several recommendations directed toward tnfant learning,
infant curriculum development, and research on futures oriented servi,ce del -ive
systems. These factors, in the absence of a well establiShed empiric4 base,
should accelerate the development of work with infants. A telecommudicatioics
system with the capacity to "follow a child home from the hospital" 'Open up
areas of infant.research in natural environments which have previousbri been
closed to researchers. Further, daily contact between ajamily and a-tele-
communications based service delivery system may serve to coordinate and re-
cord a variety of interventions during the early years of life (Apiiendix A).

Coordinated Social, and Educational Service Daiver - The Social Plan e Goal

American society is becoming universally sensitized to the rights of all
children as child advocacy efforts grow, as children of working mothers spend
more time in day care centers, as'child abuse emerges as ,a significant social
problem and as divorce rates continue to climb. Within this social context,
the needs of handicapped children transcend single, independent intervention.
strategies. These factors are clearly daScribed in the reports of a major
national project on the classification of children (Hobbs, 1975a, 1975b, 1975c
Noting the fragmentation` of services to families and children, the project
recommends-that,-in-contrast to a_singular focus on individual children, social
services should focus on helping families help children -(p-;---223) They rem.

commend that a family should be able to register a handicapped child with an
agency that would assume long-term responsibility for assisting the family in
caring for the child. Registration should occur as soon as the handicapping
condition is identified, and as eaAyLas at birth. The agency should define
its role as helper to the family, to the child, and to other significant helpers
in the child's `,rife. Its task is to help make the ecological system work. The

optimum location for the agency would be in the public schools'.
(p. 226)

Tawney (in press) has described how a model center can be built around
a-telecommunications system to provide such a delivery system. That whole
chapter (Appendix A) provides a blueprint for multidisciplinary educational
and social service delivery.

s' Abilit na e Their C en at Home

Deinstitutionalization, normalization, and community based planning ef-
'for the severely retarded appear to be based on a number of tenuous



assumptions concerning, parents' abilities ,to manage children with severe and
multiple handicapping conditions.. As Tawney (in press) noted, we have effected
a 180° change in-airection and left parents in a dilemma with respect to their
roles and responsibilities. Until recently they have been encouraged t© be-
lieve that the state should assume responsibility for their child. Now, they
are told that-the child is their responsibility, and that community services
will be developed to assist them with the task of raising their child- The
dilemma is nicely put in The Futures of children (Hobbs, 1975) which, as noted,
recommends helping families help their children. Their recommendations are
directed to strengthening-families'(p. 224) but adknowledge that "...mothers
cannot _:do it all" tp. 225). It is apparent that the_scope of-responsibility
is as. -yet, undetermined in many,circumstances. This raises the question of how
much parents. should be expected to do to educate and manage their child.

Furthet, there appears to be an assumption that most parents will evidence
sufficient adaptive behavior to manage themselves and their children. However,
that assumption does not necessarily hold. And, while there are many. tasks
which parents can be taught to enable then to teach their children self-help
and other skills, it is not necessarily reasonable to expect them to assume
the responsibility for providing.daily, sequential instruction under the highly
precise conditionS neces6ary to fadilitate learning.- It appears more reason-
able to provide a system such as telecommunications which can deliver instruc-
tion, and which can be utilized to assist parents in a variety of ways. The
costs_of providing comprehensive parent assistance is unknown. One factor,
however, is known. A professional person who is driving from one locale to
another is not, during this travel time, delivering assistance. Effective use
of professional staff time can be facilitated by coordinated delivery systems.

Major Activities Proposed for the
Development of the Kentucky
TelecommunicationsTroject

The context of this projectt elements of RFF 74-5, the major objective of
And justification for the project have been described. In brief, the offerer
proposed these activities during the- first year:

_
.

1. To develop and test a prototype device (paralielCoiiei--
unit) to link the Interact computer system with the tele-
phone system to establish a telecommunications- transmission
system.

Design a simple response recording device to test two -way
communication between a remote sire and the project site.

Contract for the production of tested, first generation
parallel-to-series units.

4, Identify children for full-scale operation for yea

and these-for year

1. Implement the system on a full-scale basis.

2. Solve and record instrumentation problems.



Collect data on child performance.

Train parents_ to use the system.

Evaluate 'and report the outcomes of the proje

Subsequent sections of this report describe how these activities were

conducted, the results and the future of the telecommunication system.

1
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

Overview

The general strategies for project implementation have been described.-
The specific steps and major events are listed in chronological order, along
with the date of completion. The listing.will serve-these purposes: (a) to

enable project officers to .check this list for congruence with the activities
listed in the project proposal, (b) to enable persons considering similar under-
takings-to-identify problems which must be accounted for on technology develop-
ment projects such as this, and (c) to show the effect of major events on the
implementation of major activities. The outcomes section contains additional
descriptions-of the implementation problems.

Chronology of Major Activities and

Year One

EVents

3/1/74

6/1/74 to 7/1/74

6/21/74

6/21/74

1. proposal submitted

2. Change in project start date

Votification of award

Initiation of orders for prototype p -s unit

Project start date, 7/1/74

Resignation of key staff member 7/31/74

Seareli initiated for key staff member 8/1/74

Scheduled delivery date for p-s unit 10/1/74

Employment Of replacement for key staff member .$11/15/74

-1 -Actual-deliVery date for_p-s unit 1/27/75

11. On-site system test conducted and failed 1/27/75

12. Equipment- returned to factory 1/27/75

13 Sxstem.test run and passed 2/10/75

14. In-house test on computer-telephone-apparatus
link

2/11 - 2/24/75

15- BEE program staff visit to proje 2/13/75



16. BEH site visit report received by project, none received)

17. Prototype p-s and simple apparatus installed for 2/25/75

one-month test of local line transmission

18. BEH change in due date of continuation repo

19. Continuation submitted

20. Projected continuation notification date

21. Notification of continuation received

22. Long distance-transmissicnrest_intiated

23. Projected delivery f all first generation
equipment

Year

24. Order- for remainder of equipment initiated

Child-,find initiated

26. C}iild -find conducted continuously and_ _ _

completed

27. /first installation completed

28, All equipment, received

29.7 Final installation CAPleted

0, Failure of-multiple line system after receipt
of modems

Replacement modems received and modem-telephone
line link found to be.inoperative

32. Complete analysis of computer-modem-data
=access arrangement by modem sispplier
and telephone coMprW (wiring errors -rotrd

Nodere supplier field eng neer evaluation of
transmission system

H
34, Thane ompany rewiring completed

35; Full-scale implementation=effected

36. BEH program staff visit to project

37. BEH site visit report eceived by project

from 4/30 3/17/75 :-

3/13/75

4/15/75

6/18/75

-:3/31 - 6/1/75

7/15/75

7/\/75

7/1/75

9/30/75

9/4/75 \

3/1/76

3/9/76

10/22/75

11/12/75

11/20/75-

12/3/75

1;2/9/75

3/9/76

12/17/75

(none received)



Several key factors emerge from gn analysis of the chronology of events.
-Difring-the first-year, delays were experienced in receiving prototypes, and
an extended time period was required to remedy the design errors in them.
However, those problems were overcome, and reliable local and long distance
data transmission was accomplished. Notification of funding, delayed until
two weeks before the end of the first contract period, significantly affected
planning for, and initiation of', child=find activities. During year two, with
a statewide search for candidafes compressed into this time period, the first
installation was completed two mohths alter the start of the award period. For
approximately two months (10/22 12/9/75) a discrepancy in both telephone and

. ,

communications supplier; s cifications created continuous us syst_m malfunctions.
Full-scale implementation was accOmplished; r.nd these data are reported ift
Section Six.



SECTION THREE

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

Introduction

The major objective of the project was th'e technological development of

hardware and-software=components necessary to deliver instructional programs

via telephone lines. The major components of the system` included--the computer

_ hardware_and_software;-time shared-with-anoeher-BEH supported-project;'inter--

facing devices enabling the computer-telephone transmission system link; and

standard data access equipment, including'hardware modems and acoustic couplers.

Existing Hardware Components'

The Interact system, designed by BRS/LVE, contains: 1) a Nova 1200

minicomputer with 12,000 words of core memory (Data General Corporation); 2) a

main frame.consiating of a pre-wired card file for accommodating up to 8 sta-

ions,'master power supplies, system clock, probability generator, and inter-

connecting cable; 3) 2 ASR-33 model teletypewriters with paper tape punch

(Teletype Corporation); and 4) a high speed papet tape reader.

Prbtotype and First Generation
Modem Interface (parallel-to-series)

Units Desizned for the
-Kentucky Telecommunications Proje

The major task for the first year of the project was to build a device to

.
link the'computer and home placed learning devices to the telephone system.

This.requires two devices arbitrarily called-modeminterface or parallel-to-

series units and designated as model 631-R (remote) And 53-,TL(local). Each

local contains logic cards which perinit the computer to interact with hard-
,

wired and acoustic coupled modems.

Eighteen remote stations were; ::built, essentially three for each local

station. At any one time, there is a 11 link betweeea local and a remote.

It was planned that there would be a 6 hour instructional-day, and that each

family would have access to two hours of transmission time Thus, three homes,

each containing a remote station, would interact with the local, thereby re-

quiring a 3 :1 ratio between remote and local units.

Leased/Purchased Telephone Transmission Equipment

_ _____Telephone_transmiSsion equipment included six CBT data access arrange-

ments, models PC-1001 B_ and 1001-W-leased-from-Generai-Telephone',Company_;_18 -----
acoustic coupled modems, model 7103-LC-3 and 6 hard-wired modems model 7103-

LC-4 purchased from Teledynamics Corporation.

Existin are: ACT Language

ACT language is a dbnigiter language written- especially for -the process

control'and data recording of behavioral exPerimentg.' It'is implemented on



small, general purpose digital computers such as the Data General Corporation
NOVA 1200. ACT language is described as simple and easy to learn. A behav-
ioralscientist with no computer skills can quickly master the programming
techniques and then write programs in natural English to produce the most
complex procedures.

ACT is primarily a control language and not a statistical reduction
language. That'is, almost any type of apparatus can be controlled by this
language through the digital computer and Interact interface hardware. Con-

_ seq4cntlY, this_system-enables-the user-to continuously monitor data and
control variables thataffect behavior. For example, a user may continuously
monitor the number of responses a.child-is making during_a_session and change
the response/reinforcement ratio at any time during that session. Another of
the properties of the ACT language is that it requires relatively little K
memory to store the language, thus leaving more memory for programming.

However, other languages, e.g. COBOL, FORTRAN, ALGOL, ..can be read on the
system by taking the ACT language out of memory and replacing it with the
desited language.' As each languages contained on paper tape, the operator
can changelanguages by setting-the'apprOptiateatatting address on the Com-
puter and reading the -tape containing the desired languagethrough.the high,
speed tape reader. This apeta_- n can be completed in_a few minutes.

=trationsof-the-System

The compoenta are show'
iLa.photograph-ofthecompute
Figure.2 shows'the CDT -data ac
meat of telephones and hard-4i
shol4s schematically how the di
central: iodation (left portion
(right portion-'of the figure).

n the following series of photographs. Figure 1
tape reader, teletype and-3 local stations.

ess arrangements. Figure 3 shows the arrange-
d modems-Figure 4 is a block diagranrwhich

ferent components are interconnected in the
of the figure) and in the homes, of the children

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the components placed in each home; the remote modem
interface and power supply (Fig. 5), the acoustic coupler modem link _(Fig. 6
and one o the response devices (Fig.-7).
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System Test
Start and Stop Points

During the firSt year, system test was initiated when :Ale prototype modem

interface units (one local, one remote) were delivered, and ended when the

public school year ended in Louisville, Kentucky-(the location selected to

test long distance transmission). Full- scale system test was initiated after

all components of the system were constructed, or-acquired, and presumably,

each single component of the system was debugged. The problems encountered

during the system test are listed in Appendix B. The system test was stopped

on July 23, 1976, prior to the completion of the two year contract period.

Outcome of the System-Test

The objective of the system test was to determihe if the telecommuni-

cations syStem would work reliably on a daily basis. The-outcome of the full-

scale test period is shown in Table 1.-

The number of days the apparatus was placed in the home is shown in

Column A. The number of days when no lesson was presented because the child

was ill or absent is shown in Column B. The number of days when no lesson

was presented due to system failure is shown in Column C. From this infor-

mation, the reliability of the system was determined for each user. Column D

represents the number of potential days for lessons (A minus B). From that

total, the number in Column C (system malfunction) was subtracted. The per-

"cent of potential lessons run is shown in Column F, representing the number

conducted divided by the number of potential lessons.

The percentage of lessons conducted ranged from a high of 92% to a lo-:of

42% with a mean of 69%; The unusually low percentages noted with a single

asterisk are largely the result of an inability of phone lines in thechild-

ren's areas.to transmit data reliably. If these four scores are eliminated

from the group total a more representative mean of 75% emerges. This figure

suggests that, given a,reliable modem to modem link, the system worked approx-
,

imately 75% of the time. J

The relationship between possible and actual program time is shown in

Figure 8. This figure shows the cumulative possible minutes of program time

and the cumulative actual program time across instructional days during the

second yearof the project. The cumulative possible program -time is deter-

mined by summing the total.number of sessions available for programming on

each day and multiplying that value times 15, the average session length.

This total was cumulated across days.

The actual amount of program time is determined in'the same manner des-

cribed above with the exception that-only the sessions that were conducted

eadh,dayyere included in the total. The important relationship between the

curves is, the difference ;4-n slope'at,various points along the abscissa. A

flattening of the actual program time relative to the- cumulative possible

program time reflects, apparatus failure. If the system worked reliably 100%

bf the time, there would be a single curve. When there iS a system failure,

Or when thehome does not respond, a lower n of minutes,. is recorded, anclthe

distance between curves increases. If the complete system were dawn for an

extended period the curve would flatten for that time interval. The curves

reflect-three Major Phases during the project's second year. The first phase,



TABLE 1

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

CHILD
CODE Number of Days

Apparatus in
Home

Number-of Days No
Lesson due to
Inavailability of
Child (illness,
.etc.)

C

Number of Days No
Lesson due to
System Malfunc-
tion (apparatus
failure, etc-)

D

Potential Days
for lesson
(A minus B)

Number of Percent 0
Lessons Potential
Conducted Lessons
(D minus C) (E

111-23-a 205 22 88 183 -95 52* -

111-21-d 200 42 91 158 67 42*

111-22-b, 186 16 80 170 90 53*

170.

1-6 -v7 158

11 -8 -u 144

11-17-k 143

11-20-f

100 . 27 -70 43 61

28 125 97 78

44' 100 92 92

'24 17 119 102 86

72 13 59 6 78

29 25 95 70, 74

122



PERF'ORNANCH S ARY (page 2)

CHILD
CODE

A

Number of Days
Apparatus in
Home

C D
Number of Days Na Number of Days No Potential Days Number of Percent of
Lesson due to Lesson due to for lesson Lessons Potential
Inavailability of System Malfunc- -(A minus B) Conducted Lessons
Child (illness,
etc.)

tion (apparatus
failure, etc.)

(D minus C): (E D)

I- -t 120 45 37 75 44*

117 38 13 79 66 84

1 -13 -p 117 36, 16 81 65 80

III-43-ab .81 20 31 61 30 50

II-17 rag 80 29 25 51, 33 65

411-48- b** 67 59 2 6 75

58 25 11 22 b7

II-46-f 26 2 23 21 91

Low percent:due to a failure of.modems to link up. See text for discussion.

** Children withdrew from program.



n
3

-- Cumulative Possible Program Time

----- Cumulative Actual Program time

D

125 150 175



from session 0-60, shows that some problems existed from the beginning of home
installation. The second phase, from session 60-110, when most of the ap-
paratus had been placed in the homes, shows the problems experienced by pro-
ject staff in troubleshooting and correcting hardware malfunctions. The cumu-
lative actual program time curve is flatter relative to the cumulative pos-
sible program time during this phase than at any other time. At session 110,
the slope of the actual program minutes began to steepen indicating that the
majority of apparatus problems had been corrected and the system was running
relatively tronble-free.



SECTION FOUR

LOCATING AND SELECTING PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

This project proposed to serve eighteen children, 0-12: years of age, with

severe developmental retardation and attendant multiple handicapping condi7-

tions, and, preferably, to serve predominately younger children. The behav

ioral descriptors for these.children include:

1. Little or no vocal behavior
2. Limited gestural behavior
3. Limited self-help skills

4. Inconsistent or no bowal or bladder control

5. No obtained score on a standardized test

6. Limited social interaction
7. Inability to follow simple commands
8. No reciprocal social-reinforcement of others in their

environment
9. A high rate of superstitious behaviors

10. A high rate of disruptive behavior

11. Low raLe of "constructive play behavior"
12. Attendant multiple handicaps

From this set, a limited set of minimal behaviors. was derived for use in the

referral process:

Vision (presumed ability to discriminate shapes)
Use of at least one limb without significant motor
involvement

3. Below school age (0-6)

4. Not currently enrolled in an intervention program

After initial visits to several homes, an additional set of considerations

was derived which influenced final selection of candidatesrehildren's re7

sponsiveness to primary and/or social reinforcement; parents' and family mem-

bers' apparent willingness to cooperate, and to manage their child'S behavior,

and to demonstrate a realistic view of the--child's handicapping condition.

Source of Referrals

The referral process was scheduled to begin during the first year. It

was delayed until notification of the continuation award was received, June

18; 1975.

-Referrals for the Telecommunications project -were obtained primarily

through the comprehensive-care systeM, fifteen regional community mental-health/-

mental, retardation centers .which are -operated by the Department for Human

Resources.. The initial -- contact was made with the-Director otthe-Institute

on Developmental Disabilities. Then, letters were sent to the executive-di--

rector of each, center requesting participation-and assistance from appropriate

staff, stating_ -project: goals, and-listing the functional criteria. .Letters_:

Were.f011owed by telephone calls to the executive directors who then referred-

projectstaff to unit heads or field case workers.



These agency contact persons initially served as liaison between the
Telecommunications staff and the referred candidates., The contact persons,
in most cases, arranged the initial interview with the families and accom-

panied the Telecommunications staff on the initial interview.

Letters were also sent to, and referrals received from, the following

agencies: (1) University of Kentucky Medical Center, Neonatology and Special
Baby Clinic, (2) University of Louisville, Child Evaluation Clinic, and (3)

selected Public Health regional offices.

Home Interviews

After an agency referred potential candidates for participation in the
Telecommunications Project, project staff called the referral agency's contact
person and arranged a time and date to interview families. Generally, the

only information which was available was the child' name and in some. cases

that was unknown. Agency staff accompanied Telecommunications project staff
to the potential candidate's home and assisted with'theinterview. In a few

cases, the referring contact person neither accompanied project staff nor

rarangedthe initial interview.

During the initial interview of the potential project candidate, project
staff_discussed the project purposes, .g6als and methods with the candidate's
parents and/or guardians. The child was observed to.Obtain an estimate of

functional level. Health and personal information'were gathered. The home

environment was examined to determine the possible'placement of the learning -

apparatus and the need in the home for telephone installations or changes in
the type of telephone. Parents were interviewed to determine their apparent
willingness to participate in the project. and were informed that they would
be notified of the decision-by -mail.

6

Project Staff Evaluation

Subsequent to hothe visits, staff meetings were held to discuss potential
candidates, to select participan5s1 and to determine the type of instructional
apparatus for each participant. All factors were taken into consideration,
and an effott was made to select one candidate within each of the-comprehensive
care regions.

Outcome o_ the Selection Process

- Fifty-three infants and young children were referred between July 1 and
September 30, 1975. Twenty -two referrals were not seen, for reasons shown in

Table 2. Of the thirty-one children who were seen by project staff, thirteen
were not accepted for the reasons shown in Table 3.

Geographic-Distribution

The location of the families is shown in Figure 9. Kentucky has several
.definite 'geographic divisions causing the land and resources to dictate the
socioeconomic status of its residents. The childfind activities were con-
ducted throughout-the state, and children selected represented a wide geographic



TABLE 2

-REFE NOT INTERVIEWED BY PROJECT STAFF

Number Reason Referrals not Interviewed

1

2

22

died before interview was.set up

other participants were selected before an
interview was arranged

names removed-by referrer because of lack o
parental interest in project after referred

overcc cedtration of applicants in geographic area

not at home for interview

over age limit

Total

TABLE 3

REFERRALS INTERVIEWED BY PROJECT STAFF BUT NOT ACCEPTED-.

Number Reason Referrals not Accepted

2

13

misinformation obtained on age, child over age limit

childdid not respond to any reinforcing events

parents chose not to participate

participating in another intervention program

functional level at near normal

Total



LOCATIONS 'OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECTS PARTICIPANTS

KENTUCKY

FIGURE 9

A_- Lexington
a --Children who withdrew after

Children set up and working
0 --Child accepted not set up

up completed



spread except for the northern Kentucky region. Six children were dispersed

across the Cumberland Plateau region (Appalachian Mountains) which is moun-

tainous and rural, and the major Industries are centered dround "deep" and
"strip" coal mining. Though majof highways in this area have been improved in'
the past few years, five of thes'e six children lived in isolated areas, one of

which could only be reached by walking the last half mile and crossing a crude

swinging bridge.
A

Four children were clustered in the Southeastern part of the state at the
'base.of the mountains. This area also has coal mining, but there is some to-
bacco and livestock farming, some small industries, and recreational facilities
are centered around lakes, forests and historical tourist attractions._Even
in this area, where the topography. is more gentle, only one child lived in
small town -- the rest of them lived in isolated areas.

Five-childTen were spread across the Southwestern part of the state which
is sparsely populated, with only one having a population larger than
25,000. This part of the state has a few large strip mines but is usually
known.for its general farming. Though the area is more level and highways are
more accessible than in the eastern part of the state, social and educational
services'are often ,lacking because of distance and the sparse population.

One cbild was located in'the far western part of the state in a small town
of approximately 3;000 population and about three hundred fifty (350) miles

from the Telecommunications center.

-.,,The Central Kentucky area, including Louisville,-Frankfort and Lexington,
is oneof the two metropolitan areas of the state. Industries in this area

are related to tobacco products; livestock, distilling, chemicals, farm ma-
.

chinery.and,food prvcessing.
7

A case history was developed on each project participant and is reported in
another section. A,revidW of each case history reveals-Chat the project served
children/families frOma wide socio-economic status scale ranging from a scale'
value of II to a scale value of V using the Hollingshead aid Myers' (1948) formula
to arrive at an index of 'Social Position.

General and Family. Home Environment Information

Project children lived in a variety of homeenvironments, including moun-
tain cabins, mobile homes, farm houses, apartments and six-room brick homes
in subdivisions. Parent's edocotionS1 histories range from third grade to a

masters degree in educ'etton. Three parents received their high school diploma
by taking the General Equivalency Degree (GED) and three others attended a
vocational school. Father's occupations included three unemployed persons,

one teacher, one business manager; the remainder worked as laborers. Only

three of the mothers,were employed outside the home.

The youngest parent was 15 years old.and the oldest was 62 years with the

median being 30 years of age. Marital status included two parents who-were

single, natural parbnts, married, divorced. Twenty-five percent of the parents

had had previous marriages. Twenty-two of the forty-four living siblings in

"the homes were not full blooded brothers or sisters. Primary caretakers



included the natural parents, grandparents, foster parents, hired baby7J ie s'

and various-other relatives.

.Socioeconomic Status

The right to education and normalization movements are predicated on the

assumption that the home and community are the proper environments for child-

ren with severe and multiple handicapping conditions. As an additional stra-

tegy to describe the social environment of the children in the project, their

class status was ranked on HollingSheadis Index of Social Position (Hollings-

head 'and Redlich, 1958), a widely used measure. This measure is based on

three assumptions:

"1. _Social stratification exists 'within the community

gtatus position are determined mainly by a few

commonly accepted': cultural characteristics; and,
o'

Items of status maybe scaled and combined by
the, use of stmtistical,procedures!so that a
researcher can quickly, reliably and meaningfully
stratify the population:'

(p. 67)

This index uses three criteria to determine class
position: the residential addtesa of a hbusehold,
.the occupational position of its head, and the
years of schooling the head has completed =,

(p. 67)

Class' position is determined by-a formula which 'assigns a weight to each

criteria, multiplies the weight with-an assigned scale valve, sums the scores
for each 'criteria, and ranks the sum of scores (Hollingshead and Redlich, 1958,

pp. 287 ,-387). Table 4' lists the factors and weights. fable 5 identifies the

.- cut-off -point for each class.

TABLE 4

FACTORS AND WEIGHT DETERMINING GLASS POSITION

Residence --

Occupation
'Education



OF SCORES DETERMINING CLASS POSITION

Class Rangd of Scores

Upper Class I 20-31
Class II 32-55
,Class III 56,86
Class IV 87-115

Lower Class V 116-134

Project staff utilized die-index after visits had been made to the home
and extensive information had been gathered. The residence factor was deter-
mined-by an arbitrary assessment of housing taking Into account material values,
neighborhood, percent of maintenance and type of furnishings. For example, on
a scale of .1 to 7, a #1 residence would, be valued at approximately $65,000 or
more in a neighborhood- of other homes similar in value, well maintained and
well'dscorated. A #7 residence would be a one-room lean-to in need of repair
and improvements."

-Table 6 contains the scores in rank order from highest (upper) to- lowest
scale score. The number of families in each class rank is shown in Table 7.

TABLE 6

CLASS POSITION OF PROJECT FAMILIES

Scald Score

47

,55

60
93
98
98

107
107
112
113
113,

119
128
128
128=

128
129
129

Social Class Status

II

III
IV

IV
IV

-IV
IV
IV
IV

IV
IV
V
V.

V
V
V
V
V



NT EN OF PROJECT FAMILIES IN EACH CLASS RANK

Number

I -(upP6r

II

III
IV
V (lower

9

7

19

The information in this set of tables.indicates that the socioeconomic

environment of the families falls predominately at the lower end of the scale.
It should be noted that no attempt was made to obtain a representative sample

from each socioeconomic level. Nor is.this information intended to infer that

the status of these families would be reflected in the distribution of another

group. Instead, this analysis was conducted to demonstrate, from another
perspective, that these families, for the most part, have limited resources.
As shown, educational levels are predominately low, many are unemployed and re-

ceiving a variety of social welfare services or are employed in unskilled pro-

-fessions. Yet these families, many of them marginal in adaptive behavior, are
maintaining their children in the home. No reasons are offered here to ex-

plain this, it is sufficient to indicate the status of the families.



SECTION FIVE

PROCEDURES FOR DEVELOPING LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
AND INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS IN THE HOME

Telephone Installations

In some instances, the project supported the cost, of a telephone instal
lation. Project'staff-made arrangements with local telephone companies and
installed learning devices as soon as the telephone system was in operation.

Constructing Learning Environments in the Home

General specifications for learning environments:were written during the
parent interview visit to the home, and a tentative location was agreed upon.
When the installation was madd it was necessary to:

1. relocate the telephone in some instances

establish a secure location of the instrumentation
in proximity to the. phone

complete minor wiring

4.' link the components-and test thed

Parents observed the process and wentthrough the steps required to ac-
tivate the system. Staff modeled the correct responses, verbally prompted,
parents as they went through the process; and prepared writterrinstructions
for them (Appendix C). When parents demonstrated hat they could activate
the system, the child was introduced to the learning environment. Project
staff demonstrated, then assisted parents as they went through the process
with their child.

Finally, when parents and child were engaging the apparatus corre4ly,
the written agreement to participate was completed, additional information for
the child and family history was obtained, a schedule for daily sessions ws
prepared, and a return visit was scheduled. Project staff returned to site,
and programming was initiated the following day.

Preparing Materials for Conducting Instructional Programs

As noted, three basic types of apparatus were designed for use with the
children. During the first home visit, a general assessment of the child's
assets and deficits was obtained. Figure 10 shows the sequence of events re-
quired to prepare the apparatus and computer program for installation and use
in the home. The apparatus have been described. Five basic instructional
programs were generated, as shown below.

Arm Pull

- Objective: The child when placed under rings on the apparatus, will reac
grasp and pull the rings toward himself.



STEPS IN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM DEVELOPEMENT

Design Apparatus
to Strengthen

Target Behavior

Build Apparatus

Determine

Behavioral
Deficit

Select
Target

Behavior

Write Instructional
Program for Child apparatus 41

Interaction

Translate Instructional

Program into ACT language

for Computer Progi-amming

Type Translated
Instructional Program

into Computer

Test Apparatus
and Instructional Progr

In

I;

r

Revisions
Necessary

Install in Home
for Field Test

.--

FIGURE 10



The increase in tension.facilitated the strengtheningnf-muScles
in not only the arms but chest,-shoulde s, back and neck as
well. All are necessary-for activities to pull self:up, crawl,
feed, etc.

Procedure: After.the child is placedin a supine-position, responses_: on
==. either pull ring provide reinforcement. The amount of force

required to activate the microswitch is adjusted to accommodate
the child's strength. As the child continues on the program
the force and:number of responses necessary toroduce rein-
forcement is increased. Session duration is varied from 10-20
minutes.

Parental
Responsibility: The parent follows the instructions for operation of the 47

paratus and then places the child supine with shoulders directly
under the hand loops. The parent then starts-the program.

Kick Panel

Objective:-

Rationale:

Procedure:

Parental
Responsibility: The parent-follows the instructions for operation of the ap-

paratus and then_places the child in the proper position. The
child is placed supine with legs raised.and feet resting against
kick panel. A-pillow is placed between the child's head and the
crib headboard to prevent the child from easing away frOm the
panel. The parent then starts the program.

The child, when placed supine with his torso perpendicular to
the panel, his legs slightly.flexed and his ,feet resting lightly
against the panel, -will extend his legs as in kicking and move
the panel.

It is necessary to strengthen_leg muscles and have flexibility
in,the lower extremities -as a prerequisite to such activities
as crawling and walking.

After the child is placed in a supine or prone position, kicks
to the panel produce reinforcement. The force required to.ac-
tivate the microswitch is adjusted to accommodate the child's
strength. As the child continues on the program the force and
number of responses necessary to produce reinforcement is in-
creased. Session duration varies-from 10-20 minutes.

Match-to-Sample I (Brightness Matching)

Objective: The child, when.presented with three windows containing two
stimuli of equal'intensity and one with a different intensity,
will press the two matching windows.

Rationale: The behavicir.being taught, a match-to-sample response, is,as--
slimed to be's prerequisite for letter discrimination; part of a

'sequence of more complex discrimination programs to teach read-
ing behavior.



Parental
Res ons,ibilit Parents are given the following instructions for operation

of the apparatus. After the phone is placed in the acous-
tic coupler,,the child is placed before the-panel. If the
child does not make a response, the adultds to prompt by
guiding the hand and gradually fade the prompt as the child
responds on his own. If the child has some comprehension
skills, the parent can prompt by saying, "Touch the ".

Ultimately, the child should find sufficient\reinforcement
from that arranged within the apparatus. Until then, the
parent can use social reinforcement by saying\Tgood' after
each correct response or give an edible reinforcer when
necessary. The parent can also give social and edible
reinforcers at the end of a session. These procedures will
vary with each child.

The brightness 'program contained 48 slides-/24 observing
and 24 matching slides.' When projected ontoithe plexi-
glass windows thp observing slides produce either a white
top window and black bottom windows or a black top window
and-white bditom windows. Correspondingly, the matching
slides either produce a white top window and one white
and one black bottom window or a black top window and one
white and, one'black bOttom window. Thus, the child is
required to match two white stimuli on half the trials and
two black stimuli on the remaining trials. Stimulus

cation is, determined quasi-randomly.

The child is seated in front of the apparatus and an oh-,
serving Slide is-presented. Immediately'following.an-ob-

_

serving response a.choide slide .is presented. A 'correct

response-terminates.the trial and produces reinforcement-,
the clown eyes flashing for.2seconds. :Incorrect responses
have. no immediate consequence; the elide remains in effect
until a correct response occurs. Trials are interpolated
by a 4 second time-out :dUringwhichell!windows are darkened
and all responses are,unreinforced. _Sessions terminate'
after 20 minutes or when the child completes- the slide program.

Match -to -S II (Letter Discrimination

Objective:

Rationale:

The child, when presenteu with three (3) windows contain-
ing two identical letters and one different letter, will
press the two matching windows.

This program is included in a sequence of progressively
more complex discrimination programs designed to generate
reading behavior.

mulus Material: The letter matching'program contained 48 slides - 24 ob-
serving and 24 matching slides. When projected onto the
plexiglass windows, the observing slides produce a black



1. image in. the form of a letter on a White background on the
top, window while-the bottom windows are illuminated with

-white-light. The:subsequent-Matching slides produce the
same 'letter in the top window and one of the bottom win-
dows while the secondbottom windowcontains idifferent-
letter. Eachletter matching-program. contains three.'()
different letters with each of-these letters serving= -as
the choice stimulus ,8 All_prograii employ a stimu-
lus shaping technique_in which the distinctiveness of the
mismatch letter is gradually increased. Fading iS_accomp-
lished by-photographing white-letters-on a black background
overlayed with 60 'line screen matte acetate shading,film
(Chartpak) on Kodalith-Ortho film. Sikty line matte aceL
tate shading film with the followingpercentages of area
Shaded were=used: 60%, 50%, 40%-, 3d%,-20%, and 10%. Let-

Procedure:

Parental
Responsibility:

Tracking

Objective:

Rationale:

Procedure:

Parental
Responsibility

ter location was determined quasi7randomly.

Same as Match-to-Sample I.

Same as Match -to- Sample -I.

The child, when presented with three -(
press the:one:that:is illuthinated.

The behavior being taught is presumed to be a prerequisite
for the Hatch -to- Sample I-program.

The program requires'the child_to touch the window illumi-
nated on a given trial. This closes the microswitch and
indicates to the computer a response has, been Made. A
correct response darkens the window and provides.reinforce-
ment - the clown eyes flashing for 2 seconds. Window i17-

lumination was determined- by a quasi-randOm sequence with
the -top window illuminated on 50% of. the trials.

Parents are given the following instructiOns for operation
of the apparatus. Afterthe phone is-placed-in-the acous-
tic coupler, .the child is placed-.before the panel. If the
the child does not make a response, the adult is to prompt
by guiding the hand and gradually fade the -prompt as the
child responds on his own. If the child has some com-
prehension'skills, the parent can prompt by saying, "Touch
the '". Ultimately, the find auf-

,-

ficient reinforcement from that-arranged within -the ap-r
paratus. Until then, the parent can-use social reinforce-
ment by saying-aying 'good' after each correct response or give
an edible reinforcer when necessary. The parent can also
give social and edible reinforcers atthe end of_the ses-
sion. These procedures will vary with each child.



.'Response Devices/Teaching Machines
-%ConstructeCfor Use- on This Project

After a-preliminary analysis of the capabilities of the children re-
ferred to the project was conducted, three standard devices were constructed.
Each is a simple device, designed to meat two criteria: ease of construction
and maintenance, and capable of increasing the difficulty or complexity of
a response.

A pictir :e and schematic of the arm pulls appaatus are shown in Figures 11
.

and 12, respectively. The apparatus consists of two vertical braces, 38 cm.
high, fastened to a 6 mm. thick plywood base measuring 90 cm. wide by 75 cm.
long. "Each vertical brace supports a horizontal arffi, 30 cm. long, centered
in a slot cut in the vertical braces. When the child is placed supine between
the vertical braces, two 7.5 cm. puil rings attached to the horizontal arm
are adjusted ter drop within grasp reath. Variable resistance `to the pull
rings is provided by springs attached to the horizontal arms. When either
arm pivots through a 100 arc, a microswitch closes and activates reinforce-
ment, either 4 seconds of vibration or- 10 sec. of taped music.

Kick. Panel

A picture and schematic of the kick panel apparatus appear in Figure 13
and Figure 14, respectively. The kick, panerapparatus consists of a 30.6m.
wooden square panel supported by a hinge placed'12.7 cm. below the top of a
cross braced framework measuring 48 cm. long, 42 cm: wide and 42.7 cm. high.
Tha framework is mounted on a rectangular base 53 cm. long,and 76 cm.=wide.
A microswitch located on the left rear of the framework is closed when the
panel swings through a '50 arc and activates reinforcement 10 sec. of taped
music.

itch -to -Sam

.A picture and schematic of the match-to-sample apparatus are shown in
Figures 15 and 16, respectively. The match-to-sample apparatus is a wooden
box 61.5 cm. long, 49.5 cm. wide, and 33 cm. high, containing three (3) 5 x 5
cm. square plexiglass windows, arranged in the form of a pyramid on the front
panel. The top window is centered on the midline 12 cm. from the top and
the two, bottom windows are centered symmetrically 7 cm. below the top window
and 5 cm. on either side of the midline ; - Located behind each window is -a

_small micrdswitch which closes contingent upon a response to that window. A
rear mounted carousel slide projector presents stimuli on the 3 plexiglass
windows. A clown face containing two jewel lights for eyes is mounted on
top of the apparatus.

Treating.

A picture and schematic of the tracking apparatus are shown in Figures
15 and 17, respectively. The tracking apparatus is similar to the Match-to-
Sample I device with the exception that window illumination is provided by
three rear-mounted light bulbs.
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KICK PANEL

Reinforcement: tape_ recorded music

FIGURE 13
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This basic configuration can be modified to accommodate a variety of
stimulUs panel arrangements, e.g. the Sidman panel (any reference to the nine
panel matrix, Sidman and Stoddard, 1966) or the Bijou panel (Bijou, 1968).
These panels are standard discrimination or concept learning interfaces.

De igning Specific Computer Programs for Each Child

Figure 18 shows the Kick Panel Program after being translated into ACT
language for computer programming. When typed on the teletype, a punched
paper tape is produced, and simultaneously, the program is stored in the
computer memory. When activated for a daily session, children's responses
in the home are received through the telephone system within 50 msec. The

response is recorded, and a return signal is transmitted within 50 cosec.

Activating the Instructional Program

Once the apparatus, acoustic coupler, modem interface, and power supply
were placed in the child's home and the computer. .program stored in memory,
only a few simple operations were required-to activate the instructional pro
gram. ;Figure -19 shows the sequence of these operations for the Telecemmuni-
catiensl Operator (TO) and the parent. First, the TO accessed the appropriate
computIer station (typed the appropriate station number on the teletype) and
called the parent.:; When the TO had been Assured that the parent and child
were ready, she instructed the parent to place the home phone in the acoustic
coupler and then switched the phone at the Telecommunications center from the
vocal tb the data transmission mode. After the computer was given a typed
commend to start the computer program, the parent received a signal indicating
he could start the instructional. program. The parent pushed a start and
the instructional program, controlled by the computer4)r-ogiam, began. Upon
completion of the program, the data from the session was printed out on the
teletype and_the parent received a signal indicating the instructional program
was finished. To'assuie,that the instructional program had run properly, the
TO switched back to voice transmission and questioned the parent about the
functioning of the apparatus and compared data received with that transmitted,
then signed off.. This procedure.was repeated daily, unless no contact was made.

Parent Intervention/Maintaining
Operations Center in the Hom

Parent training and regular home visits were includ4\as an integral com-
ponent of the Telecommunications delivery system. The genetV objectives were
to enable parenEe to usejthe instrumentation, to enable them terassist their
child, when necessary, to interact with the learning devices, te,provide in-
struction to.enable,,them to teach self-help and other skills not Ofioiently
taught(by computer, 'and to enable thereto modify children's behavior when
necessary.

The role of the par t trainer was modified significantly. During the
first months of the seeon award-peritid, the parent trainer was involved with
the referral and Selection 'Process. During the installation phase, the parent
trainer accompanied the technology specialists to each home, and assisted with

57 5



KICK PANEL PROGRAM TRANSLATED
INTO ACT LANGUAGE

Station 2

Procedure (001616 Bloc available)

1 SO((H)=0, (HI)=0, (H4)-0)
5 S100
6 A 36 U CO S200
10 S200
10 A 36 U CO S100
11 If R200 GO S0.1
13 S0.1(Print"
Kick Panel/Arm Pull Program Child "6,

Start Response given at")
24 A 4 u GO SO.2
26 SO.2
26 SO.3

27 = A 4 B GO PROB 1/2 S1

32 A 4 U GO PROD 1/2 SO 4
33 S (H1)--(H1)+1)

34 If (H2) R1 GO S2

36 A (H3) U GO S0.4

37 S0.4((R4)=(H4)+1)

40 A (H5) U GO S0.3

41 S2

41 A (H6) U GO SO.3
42 A 5 Min GO 80.5
44 S0.5((H)-(14)+1)

45 A 4 U GO S0.6
47 For (H),(117) GO SO.7

51 S0.6 (Print"

Child "6,"
Min Running (5 min blocks) "5,)
60 A 4 U GO S0.2
61 S0.7(Print"
Child "6,"

Hits="1,"
S- Hits="2,"
S+ Pres="3," Master: Station #2

S- Pres="4,). Kick Panel/Arm Pull Program

77 A 30 Sec G0 SO Function of Program Variables

0 $$
(H) = cycle count

Record (H1) =1+ presentation count

1 In S1:R1 Total C (H2) = response requirement

2 In S0.4:R1 Total C (43) = S-1- length

3 (H1). (H4) = S- presentation count

4 (H4) (H5) = S- length

5 (H) (46) = reinforcement length

6 (J). (47) = session length (5 min. blocks)

7 $ = Sub #

Command?f@

FIGURE 18



SL T OF THE SEQUENCE OF STEPS N
FOR PROGRAM OPERATION

;PSSAPY

OPERATIONS AT TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS AT CHILD'S HOME
CENTER

'Access station that contains
appropriate program

f Call parent Parent receives call

Switch phone from vocal
to data transmission

Start computer progr

Computer program runs

Data printed out

Switch phone back to
'voice transmission

FIGURE 19

Place phone in acoustic
coupler

Parent received start signal

Parent starts instructional
program

Instructional program runs

Parent received stop signal

Take phone off acoustic
coupler



initial training on the apparatus. Ai noted, the parent trainer observed
`'children during this period, obtained relevant family and child histories,
then described the content of the consent forms and obtained written agreement
to pArticipate in the project.

After the first installations were activated, the parent trainer travelled
extensively to the homes, to assist with the troubleshooting process. The

trainer's activities were restricted to observing the apparatUs and reporting
the nature of malfunctions by telephone to on-site staff, assisting parents to

identify and correct minor malfunctions or errors such as improperly positioned

switches, etc., and where possible, to complete minor repairs on instrumenta-

tion. In other instances, the parent trainer was responsible for disassembling
the instrumentation and returning it to the project site for repair. During

these visits, when the instrumentation was made operational, the trainer's

efforts focused on correct use of the apparatus by parent and child, and on
the selection and-presentation of reinforcing events.

During the final phase of the project,the Went trainer was responsible

for assisting with arrangements for comprehensive medical examinations at the

Univetsity!s Center for the Handicapped.



SECTION SIX

OUTCOMES OF FAMILY INFORMATION GATHERING
AND CHILD INTERVENTION ACTIVITIES,

Format

This section con ainsdemographic informdtion on the family,, education-
ally relevant medical histories on the child," a description of the social and
physidal environment, a list of the child's entering behaviors as observed
during initial interviews, and a graph and description of child performance
on the selected instructional programs. This- information is arranged in case
history report form, in order to provide critical information about the child
and the environment, along with the results of the.instructional'intervention.

Each graph contains the name of the instructional program. The des-
criptions of the apparatus are found in Section Three and the instructional
programs are found in Section FiVe. Each Instructional session for each
child is shown as either the number of responses. per session fdr free operant"
activities, or as the percent of correct, responses on discrete learning trials.



CASE HISTORY

Identification Code: Parent-Information:
-z Father's age: 44 years

education: eighth grade

occupation bus driver for a
federal program

Mother's age: 38 years
education: eighth grade
oc. housewife

8

Primary k;a-etaker: Mother and two teenaged

Location Code:
I-3

Date of Birth:
10/16/73

ca Data:

sisters
Persons in ho

teenaged

1

e ig\day: _Mother, two
divorLed\sisters, two pre-

schoolers, children of one sister.

I3-z is a two and one half (2 1/2) year. old _emale th Down's Syndrome,
\enital heart defect and congenital cataracts.

The family of. 12 persons receives services from a variety of agencies,
including SS1 benefits for the two handicapped children in the home, food
stamps, aid to dependent children for one divorced sister's two preschool
children,, and the regional Comprehensive Care Center.

nypical Environment:

a) The home is located in' I -3, a small town in a coal raningregion
in the south central part of the state.

Description of the home: This is a three room frame home with

outdoor facilities.

Location of the 'Learning Apparatus:' The learning apparatus_ is
located in the large front room that serves as a bedroam living room.

Entering Behaviors:

Language: a) had limited produCtion of singl speech sounds...

b) cried
c) had low rate of vocal production

Motor: a) had no head control
b) .eyes followed moving object
c) had inconsistent grasp response

Social: a) smiled
b) reached, for father
c) seemed to recognize mother and father ( smiled at

their voices) ,

Cognitive: a) eyes followed light
b) was beginning to "bat" at objects

-\Self-help:, a) drank froma held or propped bottle,
\

V



Socioeconomic Status Seale*

factors factor-yeigilt x acale value = partial score Class
residence 6 . 6 ,

. 36
occupation 9 , x 7 m 63
education 5 _ x 6 = 30

score of Index on social position 129

Arm Pull Program

Child : I-3-Z

10 20 30 40 50

10 Minute S

FIGURE 20.

n

Figure 20 shows the results of chilOPI-3-z on the Arm Pull.apparatUs.
Staff :evaluation indicated that child I-3-z was-developmentally delayed
on independent sitting behavior. As well as being an important behavior
in its own right, independent sitting is a prerequisite for interaction
withthe Match-to-Sample apparatus. With the exception of 3 peaks at
the beginning, middle, and end of the program, child I -3 -z's performance
remained at about 15 responses per session.



Identification Code:

Location Code:
1-6

Date of Birth:
4/26/74

CASE HISTORY

Parent Information:'
Father's age: 29 years

education: M.A. degree
occupation: teacher

Mother's age: 32 years
education: M.A. degree
occupation: teacher.

Siblings none
Primary Caretaker: sitter/parents
Persons in home-during day: baby sitter

Medical/Social Data:

1 -6 -w is a two (2) year old Down's Syndrome female. Records indicate
heart catheterization was done at sixteen (16) months of age and open
heart surgery was done at twenty-six (26) months of age.

PlJjivironment

a) The home-.is located in 1-6, a'small rural community In the north-
east area of the state.

b) Description of the home: The home is a six (6) room brick houge.

c) Location of the Learning Apparatus: The learning apparatus is
located in the child's bedroom.

Entering Behaviors:

Language: a _babbled
b laughed
c) cried

Motor: a) grasped objects
b) sat alone if put in position
c)_rolledover,

Social: a) demanded attention
b) was aware of strangers
c) imitated pat-a-cake

Cognitive: a) put objects into mouth
b) had pincer.grasp

Self-help: a) ate mashed table food fed by parent
b) drank from cup with help
c) was beginning to finger feed

oeconomic Status Sca

facto factor weight x_scale value partial'acore Class

residence 6 x

occupation 9 x 2 18

education 5 x 1 5

score of index on-saciarpo ition 47 II
,

4 .= 24



0

Arms Pull Program

Child : I - 6-W

IQ 20 0 40 50 60
15 Minute Sessions

FIGURE 21

Figure 21 shows the results of child 1 -6 -w on the Arm Pull apparatus.
Staff evaluation indicated. that child I -6 -w was developmentally delayed
on independent sitting behavior. As well as being-an important behavior
in its own fight, independent sitting is a prerequisite for interaction
with the Match-to-Sample apparatus. The data show that after some
initial variability, performance liveled off to about 25 responses per
session from sessions 7-19. There was a slight decrement-in responding
after introduction of the Fixed Ratio 2 (FR2) schedule-of -reinforcement
on session 20, followed by a gradual increase to over 50 responses per
session.



cation Code:
I -9t

ocation Cod

Date of Birth:
6/4/71 Siblings: 2 brothers, 10 and'3 years

Primary Caretaker: Mother
Persons in home during day: Mother

and younger brother

CASE HISTORY

Parent Information:
Fa age: 37
=

education:
occupation:

ther's age: 33

education:
occupation:.

years
sixth grade
self-employed

years
high school -

housewife

Medical/Social Data:

1-9-t is a five (5) year old male with a developmental defect of

unknown type and hyperactivity. The family receives benefits from social

service agencies, including SSI and the regional Comprehensive Care Center.

Physical Environment:

) The home is located in 1-9, a sz all, coal mining community in the

northeastern part of the state.

Description of the home: The home is a four (4) room frame house.'

Location of Learning Apparatus:. The lea
in the living room.

Catering Behaviors:

Language:

Motor:

Social:

a)

b)

c)

a)

b)

c)

a)

b)

c)

Cognitive: a)

b)

Self -help: a)

b)

c)

ing apparatus is located-
.

had two (2) single understandable words: no, ma
verbal production was mainly gibberish
had low rate of vocal production
walked unassisted
had some manipulation of objects
walked downstairs, one step at a time
acted to gain adult attention
had some appropriate play with younger brother
followed some simple directions
had pincer grasp
scribbled on paper
identified some body parts with help
fed self with fingers

beginning to use spoon
occasionally,indicated bathroom needs,

Socioeconomic atus Scale:

= artier score Classfactors factor we-81
residence 6 x 5 = 30

occupation 9 x 7 63

education - 5 x 7 = 35

score on Index of social position 123

66
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Match. to Sample Program
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Child; 1-9-t

Match to Sam
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FIGURE 22

Figure 22 shows the results `of child 1,9 -!.t on the Mat,,n-to-Sample cps
paratug. The: staff felt that child I-9-t m6t the prerequisites for
the Match-to-SaMple program; therefore, he was placed directly on-the-
hrightneAs matching-program. Seasigns 1-33 of Figure 22 show the per-
formance of child I-9-t onthe Match-to-Sample IA)rogram. The child's

4nconsistent performance is-reflected in the variability of the data.
Nevertheless, performance did Stabilize somewhat over 5 seasions,
during which the percent correct matches did not fall below 79%t There
is very little data for child, I-9-t on the letter matching program as
his program was interrupted. by a kidney operation. However, after an
initial decrement, his performance improved to 96%. correct matches.



CASE'HISTORY
0

Identifidation Cote: Parent- Information:

I-12-q Father's age: 28 years

Location de:

1-12

-Date of Birth:
2/4/74

Medical/Social Data:

education: high school
occupation: unemployed

Mother's age: 32 years
education: eighth grade
occupdtion: housewife

Siblings: 2 older, fourth child expected
in November, 1976.

Primary Caretaker: Mother
Persons in home during day: Mother &

4 year old brother

1-12-4 is a two-(2) year old male diagnosed-as developmentally delayed
(unknown etiology) and failure to thrive. Telecommunications Project.tried
to have a telephone installed in the home from November, 1975 to June, 1976

without success. The family receives benefits-from many social service
agencied, including SSI, food stamps. and welfare.

Ph sical Environmeit:

a) The home is located in 1-12, a small mining community in the
northeastern part of the state.

b) Deacrption of the-home: The ho a five -(5) room mobile home.

c) Location of the Learning Apparatus: None as yet.

kkfliER-102EKLIEM

Language: - -a) had little vocal in
b) cried
c) lAughed

a) sat alone for a few seconds
b) was beginning to srrab at- objects

a) smiled' at adult attention
b) cried at rem- of adult attention
a) eyes followed moving ohje

b) seemed'to know mother

c) recognized strangers

Se -help: a) drank from a held bottle
b) ate strained food fed by parent

Motor:

Social:

Cognitive:

Soaideconom c Status Scale:

factors factor eight x scale value aylIALIss2ari Class
_

residence, 6 x '5 30

occupation 9' x 7-. 63
,

education 5 x 4- 20

score of IndeX on social position- 113 IV



on Code:

P

Location Code:
1-13

Medical /Social Data:

CASE HISTORY

rent Information:--
her s age: 25 years

education: fifth grade
occupation: coal miner

Mother's ago: 21 years
education: tenth grade

.-dccupation: housewife
Siblings: brother, 5 years old

third child due 6/76
Primary\Caretaker: Mother
Persons in home during day: er 4 brother

'I-13-p is a three and one half '.(3 142) year old male, who was, at 3.5
monthS of-age, diagnosed at the end ef:a nineteen (19):day hospital at-ay,
as suffering from hypotonic dehydration resulting in brain damage and seizures:-
Records further indicate that at that time child welfare workers were notified
of "the probability of ehild neglect. Records also indicate that the family
was followed' bY Home:Health Services for a period of time after this referral.
Telecommunications project installed a telephone in this home;

Physical Environment:

a) The borne is located in I -13, a small Mining village in the south-
eastern part of the state.

b) , Description of the home: The home is a ive (5) roam. mob home.

Location of the Learming Apparatus: The learning apparat is

_located in the living room.

Britering Behaviors_:

Language: a) produced no speech sounds
b) cried A

c) laughed
a) limited movements-of arms and legs
b) had no head - control
c) hands were fisted at all times

Social: smyed and laughed-in response to adult attention
b) cried at removal of adult attention

Cognitive:, a). seemed to recognize mother
b) eyes followed moving person

Self-help:
a) opened mouth for food
b) drank from held bottle

Motor:

Socioeconomic Sta

factors
'residence

.0
Scale:

artial s
30

Class



economic Status Scale continued:

factors / factor latightx scale value, partial score Class

occupation 9

education 5

score of Index on -sc

110

,100

90

BO

70

60

50

40

0

FR I

6 54

7

ial position

Arm Pull Program

FR 2

35

119

Child : P

I

10

20 30

15 Minute eteons

FIGURE

70,

`Figure 23 shows the results of child -13-p on the Amu Full apparatus.
Staff. evaluation. indicated that child -13-p was developmentally delayed
on independent sitting behavior. As w 1 as being an inportant behavior
in its own right, independent sitting i a prereqUisate for-interaction
with the Match-to-Sample apparatus. Po the first 29 sessions child
I-13-p showed a steady increase in respo ding from 91 to about 35 total

.responses per session Responding incre sed immediaftely on session 30
with the introduction of the Fixed Ratio (FR2) reiinfocement schedule.
The FR2 schedule maintained responding at about 65 responses per session
until session 59 when responding decrease for four] sessions followed

by an increase and a second performance de relent.
1



I -1 -n

Location Code:
1-15

Data birth:
4f4/6

Code:

CASE HISTORY

Parent Information:
Pather: unknown
Mother's-age: 22 years

education: sixth grade plus attended
Regional Rehabilitation Center Ior
trainint as nurse's aide

occupation: Unemployed
. Siblings: none
Primary Caretaker; Mother
Persons in home during day: Mother

Vedic 1 cial Data:

I-15-m is a seven (7) year old male with cerebral palsy and moderate
spastic quadruparesis. was the product of a pregnancy with no prenatal
supervision. Neonatal course was complicated by an RH incompatibility.

The child and his mother receive services from a variety of social service
agencies, including aid to dependent children, food s:emps, public housing and
the regional Comprehensive Care Center which referred the child to this project.

behaviors:

physical Environment:

The home is located in .1-15, a smell coal mining town, in the south-
eastern part of the state

Description.of the home: The home is a- four (4) room apartment in
the public housing facility. Telecommunications Project installed
a telephOne for this family.

Location-Of Learning Apparatus: The learning apparatus is located-
In the living room.

ntering

Language:, had Limited production of single-words: ma, bye
b); cried,

c) grunted
a) walked seven (7) or eight (B) steps without

gait very unsteady
b) seated self in small chair
c) rolled bald Without prompt

Lai: a) waved bye -bye --

b) acted to gain attention
c) had some appropriate play with toy

Cogni :Vet a) could reach, trasp'and'putobject
pincer grasp),

b) dropped and:picked up y:

c) placed rings on peg in no order
d) scribbled on paper
a) fed self with fingers
b) held. cup-

c) was beginning to use spoon

Motor:

in mouth (pre-



factors
- residence
-- occupation-

education
score

factor wei
6

9

5

of Index

Match to Sample I

ht x scale value
x 5

x' 7

x 7

n social position

artial score Class
30
63

35

128

Match Program '

Child : I- 15 -M

Match to Sample

V

20 Minute slon

FIGURE 24

1
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Figure 24 shots the results of child I-15-mon .the Match-to-Sample ap-

paratus. The stiff felt that child I-15-m met the prerequisite for the

Match-to-Sample program; therefore, he was placed directly on the bright-

ness matching program. The first 23 sessions of Figure 24 show the

performance of child I-15-m on the-Match-to-Sample I program. After .the

first five sessions and excluding session 15, child 1-15-m matched cor-

rectly on better than 80% of the trials. On session 24 the Match-to-

Sample 11 program was initiated with very little decrement in performance.-



ication Code:
1-16-1

Location Code:
1-16

edi al/Social

CASE HISTORY

Parent Informa on:

Father's age: 37 years
education: eighth grade.
occupation: previous work in

upholstery, presently lay
Preacher -

Mother's age: 26 years
education: sixth grade
occupation: houSewife

Siblings: four half siblings from
father's previous marriage, currently
living out of state -- two half
siblings from mother's previous
marriage who were removed from this
home in 1975 and placed in foster care.

Primary caretaker: Parents
Persons in home during day: Parents

1-16-1 is a three and one half (3 /2) year old male, who was diagnosed
at the age of eleven (11) months as microcephalic and epileptic. He was
delivered by the father in a truck on the way to the regional- clinic, after

.a full term, uneventful pregnancy. The umbilical cord was not cut until
the family reached the clinic, with the infant turning "black" after` the

cord was severed.

Records indicate that the mother seems to be functioning on a low
educable level. This family receives benefits from several social service
agencies, including food stamps, 551, and the regional Comprehensive Care
Center which referred the child to this proje

Physical Environment:

a)-- The home is lcitedin 1-16,:a small coal mining village in the
southeastern part of the state-

b). Description of the home: The-home is a frame three (3) room
dwelling with outdoor facilities.

Location of the Le rning Apparatus: The learning apparatus is
located in the bedom, which the child shares with his parents.

Entering Behaviors:

Languagb:

Motor:- a.

ii
had no production of vocal sounds
cried
laughed
had limited movement of arms eild legs



b) had no head control
pc) hands held fisted at all times

Social: a) smiled and laughed when stimulated by-adult,
b)_ cried at removal of adult attention

Cognitive: a) eyes followed moving person
b) responded (smiled) to parent voices

Self-help: a) opened mouth for food

Socioeconomic Status Scale:

factors factor weight x _sea- partialscore Class

residence 6 x 6 = 36

occupation 9 x' 7 . 63-

education x 6 = 30

score of Index en ocial positton 129

Arm Put I Program

Child:'

16 - 20 24

n Minute Sessions

FIGURE 25

Figure 25 shows the results of child I-16-1-on the Arm Pull apparatus.
Staff evaluation indicated that child 1-16-1 was developmentally delayed
-on independent sitting behavior. As well as being an important behavior
in its own rights independent sitting is a prerequisite for interaction
with the Match-tO-Sample apparatus. The first 30 sessions of Figure 25
show that child 1-16-1 maintained a relatively stable rate of responding
of about 30 responses per session. The change in reinforcement schedule
to a Fixed Ratio 2 (FR2) on session 31 appeared to have little effect on
response rate.



Identificati
II -3 -u

ode:

Location Code:
1178

Date of Birth:
12/22/73

Medidal Social Data:

CASE HISTORY

Parent Information:
Father's age: 31 years

education: high school
occupation:- -machine operator in

factory, works in theater at n
Mother's age: 24 years

education:- ninth grade
occupation: houseWife

Siblings: brother, 7 years
Primary Caretaker: Mother, uncle
Persons in home during - day: Mother, uncle

II-8-u is.a two and one half (2 1/2) year old female who
at nine (9) months of age as microceohalic with psychomotor r
However, on 3/6/75, a thorough genetic evaluation was done at
hospital, the earlier diagnosis was rejected and the presence
de Lange Syndrome was noted.

11-8 -u resides with her parents, older brother and adul

Physical Environment:

a) The home is
area in the

Description
style house

was diagnosed
etardation.
a university
of Cornelia

located in II-8, about 87 miles-from a s
southwest part of the state.

of the home: The home is a five (
with attached carport,

iterna uncle.

industrial

Location of the Learning-Apparatus: The learning apparatus.

located-in the bedroom the child shares with-her.parents. .

Enterin Behaviors:

Language: a)

b)

Motor a)

P)
Social: a)

b)

Cognitive: a).

b)

Self-help: a)

Socioeconomic -Stet Scale:

produced no vocal speech sounds
cried
turned from stomach to back
was beginning to grasp:
smiled in response to adult attention
cried at removal of adult attention
smiled at the sound of-mother's voice
eyes followed moving person
opened mouth at sight of bottle

ad ter

residence
occupation
education

=

16

9 x 6

5 4

score of Index on social position

score Class
24

54
20'

08

is



-Arm Pull Progrom
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Figure 26 shows the results of Gild 11-8-u on the Arm Pull apparatus.
Staff evaluation indicated that child 11-8-u was developmentally delayed
on independent sitting behavior. As well as being an Important behavior
in its own right, independent sitting is a uerequisite for interaction
with the MatchAo-Sample apparatus. Figure 26 reveals that child II-8-u's
performance was inconsistent from session to session. However, three
general trends seem to-emerge: 1) a relatively low level of responding
in the early session followed by 2) an-increase and stabilization in
performance and terminating in a performance decrement. The intro-
dndtion of the Fixed Ratio 2 (FR2) reinforcement schedule appeared to
have no immediate effect.



Identification Code:
II-17-k-

Location Code: t

11-17 A

of of Birth:
0/24/73

Medical/Social Data:

CASE HISTORY

Parent information.
Father's age: 29

education:
occupation:

Mother's-age: 25

education:

years
twelfth grade
factory worker

years
GED

occupation: housewife
Siblings: sister, 9 years
Primary Caretaker :. Mother
Persons in home during day: Mother

11-17-k is a two and one half (2 1/2).year old female diagnosed as
displaying early Cockayne Syndrome. Records indicate she was the product
of a seven (7 month gestation with low birthweight. The family' did receive
a variety of social service benefits during a period of the father's un-'
employment (which lasted for one year). These benefits included SSI and

food stamps. The.family no longer receives .these benefits.

Physical Environment:

orte is

part .of the

Description

Location of
located in

EfiteringBehavior

Language:

Motor:

Social:

Cognitive:

Self-help:

'Socioeconomic Status

factor
residence
occupation
education

orated in 11-17, an indu tr,al town in the northwestern
state.

of the home: The home is a five (5) room frame house.

the'Learning Apparatus. The learning apparatus is
he child's bedroom.

a) had little vocal production
b) grunted
c) cried
a) turned from stomach to back
b) "batted" at objects
c) wat beginning to grasp objects
a) smiied at adult attention
b) cried at removal of adult attention
a) smiled at the sound of parents' volces
b) . eyes followed moving object
a) opened mouth for food

e:

factor weight x scale valu
6- x 4

9 ' x 7

5 x 4

score on Index of social posi

--- p al score Class':

24
63
20

rn .107 IV



Arm pull Prodrom
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FIGURE 27

Figure 27 shows the results of child II-17-k on the-Arm Pull apparatus.
Staff evaluation indicated that child II -17 °k was developmentally delayed
on independent sitting behavior. As well as being an important behavior
in its own right, independent sitting is a prerequislte for inte-action
with the Match-to-Sample apparatus. The-first 45 sessions of Figure 27
show that child 11-17-k responded-at a relatively stable rate of about
30 responses per session-. -With the introduction of the Fixed Ratio 2
(FR2) reinforcement schedule, performance increased to about 50 responses
per session over the first 7 days of program-change. Following this.in-
crease, the number of responses emitted decreased to about 35-40 responSes
per session for 34 sessions before again falling off to the rate emitted
prior to the introduction of FR2 reinforcement schedule.



CASE,HISTORY

on Code: ent Information:
Father's age:

education:
occupation:-

Mother' years
ucation: high-school

ocCupation: housewife
Siblings: brother,8 Years
Primary Caretaker: Mother_
PerSons in home during day:-'

Location Code:
11r20

of 'Birth:

9/3/72

Medical/Social 'Data:

IP.20 -f is a three and one half (3 1/2
palsy.

The-child_receives speech
CenterrWho referred the child t

N.

Physical EnVironment:

erapyfroi the loc
this projec

a) .The h0me is located in 11 29, W$small farming community in the
western part of the stet

Description of the home: The home is a sib (6) room brick ranch-
style house.

Location of the Learning Apparatus: The 1 rsning apparatus

located in the child's bedroom.

Entering Behaviors:

Language: a) followed some simple- commands
b), had no intelligible words

-c)- produced beginning consonant sour
Motor: a) ,walked, unsteady, awkward gait

.b) fell frkuently
c) could manipulate some objects

Social: a) smiled and acted for.adult attention
b) had some play with toys
c) was beginning to imitate

Cognitive: a) could point to some named body parts
b) could match few colors with help

Self -helps a) could feed self \Tith spoon
b) could use cup

Socioeconomic Status Scale:

factors
residence
occupation
education

loctorweil_scalevalne a par al sc
6 x 3 18
9 x 3 - 27
5 x 2 10

score Of Index on social position 55

Class



Match to Sample Program

Child: EC -20 ;f

Match to Sample Match to Sample It (Set 2)

FIGURE

.Figure the r ulta of child on the Matci -Sample I
and II programs. The staff felt that child II-20-f'net the prerequisites
for the Hatch-to-Sample program; therefore, he was placed directly on
the brightness matching program. With the exception of sharp drops in
performance on sessions 9 and 25, the data reflect a gradual-increase.
in correct matches across sessions during the Match-to-Sample I program.
The introduction of the Match-to-SaMple II program resulted in an
initial reduction in correct maeches. However, performance returned
and remained at high, level after Only two days of exposure to this

program. Immediately prior to the lintroduction of a new set of, letters,
the data show a drop iu performance. However, with the presentation of
the new lettc,; set; performance was returned to-90% or more correct
matches:

c--



CASE HISTORY

Identification Code: Parent Information:
II-46-af Father: unknown

Mother's age: 15
oration

-Siblings: none
Primary Caretaker:
Persons in-home du]

foster sister

Date of Births
9/6/74

Medical/Social Data

II -46 -af is a` one and one-half (1 1/2) year old
be microoephalic.' II-46-af is thp child of a fift

mother. She was born in a home for unwed,mothers,and
for adoption._ II-46-af was placed in her'-current fos
one (1) month.. II-46-af receives SSI benefits.

Physical Environment:

The foster home is located in a small fa
southwestern part of the state

b) Description of the home: The home is a seven

foster mother,.
day4 ;foster moth

female, noted at birth
een (15) year- old unwed
was notrecommended
ter home'at the age of

community in the

) room briclit house.

c) Location of the Learning Apparatus: the learning apparatus is
located in the living room.

Entering Behaviors:

Language:

Motor:

Social:

Cognitive:

Self-help:

a)

b)

a)
b)

a)

by
a)

b)

a)

b)

produted few vocal sounds
cried
turned from stomact to bdck
grasped objects
smiled'at adult attention
cried at removal ofadult attention
was beginning to imitate pat-a-cake
recognized strangers
helped hold OWn bottle
opened mouth f: food fed by adult

Socioeconomic Status`Scale:

None because of placemen OS home.



Tracking Program

Child : U - 46- Of

16 24

10 - Minute` Sessions

FIGURE_ 29 9

Fig e 29 shows the results of child 11-46-ef on the Tracking apparatus:
Chid II-46-ar displayed independent sitting behavior, but staff a-valua-
tion indicated that attending behavior would preclude beneficial inter
action with the Matchl-'to-Sample programs. Consequently,- child 11-46-af
was placed on the Trackfrig-Fogram. The data reveal that there was little
mprovement in performance over the 21 sessions the child was on the pro-
em; total correct responses remained et about 20 responses per session.

40



CASE HISTORY

Identification Code: Parent Information:
II-47-ag father's age: 37 years

education: 1 year of college
Location Code: occupation: self-employed

II-47. Mother's age: 35 years
education: tenth grade

Date of Birth: occupation: factory worker
2/19/75 iblings: two from father's previous

marriage, one from motfier'S previous
marriag2, no other children in home.

Primary Caretaker:, Parents
Persons in home during day: Path

Medical/Social Data:
123

II-47-ag is a sixteen (16) month old male, diagnosed as having charac-
teristics of Down's Syndrome. Records indicate he was premature and possibly
has a congenital heart defect.

Physical Environment:

The home is located in 11-47, a small farming community in the
West central part of the state.

Description of the home: The home is a five (5) room mobile home
with a two (2) room-addition on the back.

Location of the Learning Apparatus: The learning apparatus is
located in the living room.

Entering Behaviors:

Language: aY babbled
b) cried
c) laughed

Motor: a) sat only with -support
b) grasped' objects
c) moved about in walker

Social: a) cried at removal of adult attention
b) laughed and cooed at adult attention
c) acted to gain'adult attention_

Cognitive: a) eyes followed moving person
b) reached,-grabbed and put, ...hjects. in mouth

Self -help: a) was beginning to.drink from cup with help
b) was finger feeding

Socioeconomic Status Scale:

factors factor weight x scale value = partial score Class
residence 6 x 4 = 24

occupation 9 x 6 - 54
education 5 x 3 -15

_

score of Index on social position 93 ---. IV



Arm Pull Program
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FIGURE 30

24

Figure 30 shows the results of child 11-47-ag on the Arm Pull apparatus.
Staff evaluation indicated that child 11-47rag was developmentally delayed

on independent sitting behavior. As well as being an important behavior
in its own rijit, independent Sitting is a prerequisite for interectlion

with the Match-to-Sample apparatus. The data show that the child e itted
the greatest number of responses per session during the middle sessi ns
with performance. dropping to lower levels at the beginning and end o the

program.



dentification Code:
III -2-aa

Location Code:
111-2

Date of Birth:
11714/73

Medical /Social Data:

CASE HISTORY

PareutInformation:
Father's age: 37 years

education: eleventh grade
occupation: locksmith helper

Mother's age: 31 years
education: ninth grade
occupation: currently on sick leave

from waitress job .

Siblings: no information on father's previous
marriage. 4 half siblings from mother's
previous marriage, living out of home.
4 year old sister in home.

Primary Caretaker: Mother
Persons in home during day: Mother

III-2-aa is a two and one half (2 1/2) year old Down's Syndrome female
who was the product of a seven month gestation. Ple parents are divorced
and III-2-ea lives with her mother. The family receives a number of benefits
from social Service agencies, including food stamps and child welfare.

Physical Environment:

) The home is located in 111 -2,-a city in the central part of the
state.

b) Description of the home: The home is a fcer (4) room apartment
in a large complex.

c) Location of the Learning Apparatus: The learning_ apparatus iF
located in the mother's bedroom.

Ent g 3ehavior

Language: a)

b)

c)

Motor: a)

b)

c)

Social: a)

b)

Cognitive: a)

b)

c)

Self-help: a)

b)

babbled
Said few single words: no, ma-ma
cried
pulled to standing
sat alone
walked holding on to furniture
responded (smiled and babbled) to adult attention
had awareness of strangers
reaaled, grasped, put in mouth
-imitated pat-a-cske
pincer grasp
fed self with fingers
ate mashed table food fed by parent
beld'own bottle



la 4

Socioeconomic Status Scale:

factors -ac weight x scale value = li41LaJ, score Class

residence 6 x 4

occupation 9 x 7

education 5 x 5

score of Index on social position

Match to Sample Program

Match to Sample I

= 24 '-

. 63

= 25

112 = IV

Child: 2- a

0

w
30

20

10

I

is 20 30
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FIGURE 31

Figure'31 shows the results of child III-2-aa on the Match-to-Sample

apparatus. The staff -felt that child III-2-aa met the prerequisites
for the Match -to -Sate le programs; therefore, she was placed directly on

the brightness matching program. The data show that the performance

of child was inconsistent throughout the program. However,

over the.last 8 sessions, performance fell below 90% correct matcLes

on only one session.



Identirication Code:
III-5-x

Location Code:

Date of Birth:
10/31/73

0
Medical/Social Data:

CASE HISTORY

Parent information:
Father's age:- 29 years

education: high school
occupation: installs fire safety

systems
Mother's age: 37 years

education: eighth grade
plus two (2) years trade school

occupation: housewife
Siblings: 2 teenage half brothers from

mother's previous marriage (not living
in this home)

Primary Caretaker: Mother
Persons in home during day: Mother

111-5-x is a two and one half (2 1/2) year old male with severe micro-
cephally and myclonic seizures. - The child was enrolled in another full-time
intervention program and 'Withdrew from the project before data was collected.

Phyaical Environment:

En

a) The home is located in 111-5, a 1_
part of the state.

city in the northwestern

Description of the home: The home is-a five (5) room mobile home
located in a large trailer park.

c) Location of the Learning Apparatus: The learning appa-
located in the child's bedroom.

ering Behaviors:

Language:

lot

Cognitive:
Self-help:

Socioeconomic Statu

factors
residence
occupation
education

b)
a)

b)

s)

b)

b)

US is

had little production of few consonant speech sounds
cried
had no head /neck control
kicked legs and moved arms
smiled at adult attention
cried at removal of adult attention
eyes followed moving object
Opened mouth for bottle
ate strained food fed by, parent

Scale:

facto weight x soale_value 2artialscore
6 x 4 ,r= - 24

9 x 6 54
5 x 4 - 20

score of Index on social posi.fion 98

Class

IV --



Identification Code:---
III-7-v

CASE HISTORY

Parent Information:
Father's age: 24 years

education: 1 year of ebllege

Location Code: occupation: city policeman

111-7 Mother's age: 24 years

Date of Birth:
12/27/74

Medical Social Data:

education: high school
occupation: housewife

Siblings: brother, 3 years
Primary Caretaker: Mother
Persons in home during day: Mother and

brother

III-7-v is an eighteen (18) month old female diagnosed as having a
seizure disorder and left spastic hemiparesis.

The family receives benefits from SSI.

Physical Environment:

The home is located in a small town in the cental portion

of the state.

Description of the home: The home is a new six (6) room brick

ranch-style house.

Location of the Learning Apparatus: The learnin
located in the parents'. bedroom.

Entering Behaviors:

apparatus is

Language: cooed
was beginning to babble

Motor: a) had control of head

b) sat with help
c) had impaired mobilizy and use of left side

Social: a) smiled at adult attention

b') held offered objEicts (right hand)

Cognitive: a) could track partially-
13) ..reached for offered object (right hand)

c) -put objects- in mouth

Self-help: a) was beginning to finger feed
b) ate baby food fed by parent

Socieee Scale:

factors
residence
occupation
education

factor weight x scale value partial score Class

6 3 a 18
9

5

X 27

x 3
60score of Index on social position III
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FIGURE 32

'Figure 32 shows the results of chi d III-7-v on the Arm Pull al;ratus.
Staff evaluation indicated that child III-7-v was' developmentally delayed
on independent sitting behavior. As well as being an important behavior
in its own right, indeper ant sitting is,a prerequisite` or interaction
with the Match-to-Sample apparatus. The data reflect a gradual increase
in totalresponses across sessions 1-7. Performance decreased slightly
on sessions'7-8'and increased sharply f011ons'the introduction of
tly) Fixed Ratio 2 (FR2) reinforcement schedule. Subsequent to this'Iu-
itial increase, this schedule maintained responding at about 25 responses
per session during the remaining sessions.



-Identification Code:
III-21-d,

Location Code:
'111-21

Date of Birth:
$/19/74

CASE HISTORY

Parent Informati,
Father's ay.; 23

education;
occupation!

Mother's age:
education:
occupation:

GE
lams with ra. -1.roa.

achoOl
-1actory seamstress,

-Currently on leave of
.cbsence

Siblings: none
Primary Caretaker: NoLlt-er

Persons in hone during day: Mother

Medical/Social Data:

III-21-d is a one and one half (1 1/2) year old male, diagnosed at'
Lirth as jaundiced, having seizures and probable catral nervous systeM
hemorrhage.

III-21-d's parents recently separated and are in the proc!ss of ob-
taining a divorce. The mother is currently seeking financial and social
services for herself and .Lhe child.

ph sica environment:

) The home is located in 111-21
region of the state.

_ community in the south central

Description of the home: The home is a five-(5) room frame house.

Location of the Learning Apparatus:- The learning; apparatus is
located in the child's bedroom.

plterinF, Behaviors:

Language:

Motor:

Social:

Cognitive:
Self-help:

a) produced few single- sounds
b) cried
a) movement; of arms and legs -was raudom only
b) had no neck control
c)Hhands were fiste-71.at all times
-a) smiled in responsi:: to adult attention
6) cried at removal of Adult attention-
a) responded to sound
a) opened mouth for food

Socioeconomic Status Scale!

factors
residence
occupation 9

education 5

score of Index on

factor weight x s e value a ial score 'Class

6

x
x

4

7

4

social position

24

63

20

107 IV
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FIGURE

Figure 33 shows the results of child.III-21-d on trie Kick Pena! and Arm

Pull apparatus. Staff evaluation indicated that child III-21-d was de-
velopmentally delayed on independent sitting behavior and deficient in

leg strength. The first 34 sessions of Figure 33 show child III-21-d's

performance on the Kick Panel apparatus. While there was considerable
variability in performance, there were several sessions during which
child,III-21-d emitted more than 50 rspolLses. Sessions 35-66 show that

the staff and parent had littl A 'success generating behavior on the Arm

Pull apparatus.



Identification Code:
111-22-b

Location Code:
111-22

Date of Birth:
3/29/69

CASE HISTORY

Parent Information:
Father's age: 62 years

education: third grade
occupation: 0i1 disability

Mother's age: ,42 years
education: sixth grade
occupation: - housewife.

Siblings: 8 living and 2 deceased
Primary Caretaker: Mother & widowed sister
Persons in-home during day: Parents and

widowed sister

Medical /Social Date:

111-22-b is a seven (7) year old male with ',7ndrome., The family
receives services from several social service includiA SSI,
disability and food stamps.

The family members include the parents, several siKings, a wido dd
sister and her eight year old d uchter.

Ph sical Environment:

a) The home-is located three (3) miles from a paved road, approx-
imately ten (10) miles from a' small town in the south Central
part of the State.

b) Description of the home: The home is a three (3) room frame house
with outdoor facilities.

Location of the Learning Apparatus: The learning apparatus is
located in the bedroom the child shares with' his parents.

Entering Behaviors:

Language: a) had few intelligIble single words
b) vocal production was mainly gibberish
c) followed few simple commands

Motor: a): walked, gait!unsteady
b) walked downstairs, one-step at a time

Social: a). acted to gain attention
b) played independently with toys
c) needed close supervision out-of-docra

Cognitive: a) sc±ibbled on paper
b) had pincer grasp
c) identified body parts with help

Self -help: a) fed self-with fingers
b) drank from cup Using two hands
c) cooperated while being dressed
d) had no toileting skills



Socioeconomic Status Sca

factors factor weight_ xscale value partial score Class
residence 6 x 5 30

/

occupation 9 - x . 7 . 63.
/

education 5 x 7 . 35

score of Index on social position 128

IMOtt,h t,) ale I

Match to Sample Program

Match to Sample II (Set I)

child: DIEI-22-b
tch to Sample II (Set 2)

20 Mina 'sessions

FIGURE 34

Figure 34 shows the results of child on the Match-to-,Semp_s ap-
paratus. The -staff felt that child 111-224 mat,the prerequisites for
the Mateb-t07-qvOle program; therefore, he was placed directly on the
brightness matching program. FigUre 34'shows that child ,11I22rb ac-
quire&the'bright,ess discrimination by session.16 and was placed on the'
,Match-to-Sample II program. Following many sessions of eizatic perform-
-Ance, child 111 -22b's-behavior reached a stable level-of abovt 90% cor-
rect matches on sessions 50 755. At that time a second' set of S 1,,ters
-was:introduCedresulting in the recurrence of the cx -reme variability
of performance._,



fication Code:
41-237a

Location Code:
111-23

Date pf Eirti
9/9172

CASE- HISTORY

Parent Information:
Father's age: 28 years

education: high school
plus vocational training in

"machine shop
occupation:- maintenance work ,at

aeronautics vocational school
Mb r's age: 26 years

education: not known
occupation: not known

Siblings: none
Primary Caretakers: Grandmother & paternal

aunt

Persons in home du ing'day: .Grandmother
and aunt

edical/Social Data:

111-23=a is a three and one half (3 1/2) year old female i.rth cerebral
palsy, montal -retardation and partial bone marrow depression- No information
is available on her prenatal or neonatal history. 111-23-a's karents are
divorced; she lives with her father, his parents, and paternal adult aunt
and teenaged uncle. The father applied for SSI benefits for '1-23=a but
did not qualify.

mulEalEljyironment

a) 11,1 lulme-is located .3 miles from the nearest paved highway, three
mqes from 111 -23, a small farming4village « the south central

part. of, the state.
_.

rton of the ome:- The hem. is a four (4) room frame houSe
with a 67:F.44 (3) rqcta idditionTon the back.

Location the Learning Apparatus: The.learning appara
located in the kitchen.'

Language:'

Motor: a)

b)

a)

b)

a)
b)

Social:

Coign ve

said single words only
followed some 1.e commands
had limited use of 1pis, could move self n special
walker
has .spastic fine motor.movementst as'aasociated
with cerebral plilsy
held and manipulated some objects

fled and laughed appropriately in social situation
(with 'adults)

had some appropriate play with toys
foundhidden objects if watching them hidden
iointe'd to and name6 rfictures of simple objects

'4:

(from limited choic.2

identified some body parts



Self -help: a) was, beginning to finger feed
was ueginrag to drink from cup

c) held- own ttle

Socioeconomic Status Scale:

factors fac or weight- x _scale value s partial score Class

residence 6 ' -x . 24

. occupation- 9 6 54

education 5 4 -= 20

score of Irdex on social position 98 IV

Match to

Sample r
Match to
Sample fl-
Non Fade

Set I

Match to Sample n
Set

Match to Sample Program

Child: III a

10 20 30
L

40 50 60

20 Minute See

35

0

Figure 35.shots t reslAts of child III-23-a= 0.1 the Match-to-.3 mple

and II progri s. The staff felt that ,net the prerecu;s-

ites for the Match-to -SampJfe program; ihercfore, she was placed direCtly'

_on the bright less matchingfprogram. The-first 8 sessions ofyigura135
show the perf)rmance of child 111-23-a on the Match -to-Sample I (bright

..



ness matching) program. The data reveal-that after the first three
sessions, child 111-23=a responded correctly on about 90% of the trials.
A non-fading letter matching program was in effect on sessions_9-17
The-low_percentage of matches on these sessions indicates that this
child was unable-to_learn the discrimination when the stimuli were pre-
sented at equal distinctiVeness_values throughout the session. The
introduction of a fading program on session 18 produced a considerable
increment ip performance. A second fading program containing three
different letters was initiated on session 59. After an initial decrement
and despite substantial variability, the data suggest the child did learn,
to discriminate the three new letters.



Identification Code:
-11T-43-ab

Location Code:
111-43

Date of Birth:
4/25/75

Medical/Social Data:

CASE HISTORY

Parent Information:
Father's age: 4 years

education: seventh grade
occupation: unemployed truck driver

Mbther's age: 25 years
education: ninth grade
occupation: housewife

Siblings: four from father's previous
marriage, living in another town;
three half siblings from mother's
previous marriage that live in the home.

Primary Caretaker: Mother
Persons in home during day: Mother and

half sister

III -43 -ab is a fourteen 14) month oldfemale diagnosed as having charac-
teristics of Down's Syndrome. Telecommunications Project installed a tele-
phone for this family.

The family receives benefits from various social service ag cies,
including food stamps, medical assistance, child welfare and SSI.

Inzpical Environment :

The home is located in 111-43, a small rural co 7 unity in the
west central part of the.state.

b) Descript_ion of the home: The home is a four (4) room concrete block
structure located on an unpaved city street. The house has outdoor
facilities.

Location of the Learning Apparatus: The learning op, aratus is
located in the parents' bedroom.

Entering Behaviors:

Language: a) had limited production of single speech sounds
b) cried

Motor: a) had random movements of arms and legs
bl had no head control

Social: a) smiled when stimulated by adult
b) cried at removal of adult attention

Cognitive: a) eyes followed moving person
b) respodded (smiled) to parents' voices

Self-help: a) opened mouth for food
b) helped, hold own bottle_,
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Socioeconomic Status Scale:

tors weight x ale value
residence x 6 =

occupation 9 x 7

education 5 x 7

score of Index on social position

Arm Pull Program

140n
Ch M

artial score Class

36

63

35

134 V

- 43- b

10 Minute Sessions

FIGURE 36
t7f

Figure 36 shows the results of child 111-43-ab on the Arm Pull apparatus.

Staff evaluation indicated that child III -43-ab was developmentally de-

layed on independent pitting behavior. As well as being as important

behavior-in its own right, independent sitting is a prerequisite for

interaction with the Match-to-Sample program. The first 8 sessions of

Figure 36 show that child III-43-ab gradually increased her total re-

sponses per ses-sion from 22 to 58. With the introduction of the Fixed

Ratio 2 (FR2) reinfclycement schedule there was a dramatic initial in-

crease in responding. Performance then returned to the level that had

been established'prior to the schedule change.



I --tification Code:

location. Code:
111-48

6

Nedi

Birth:
1/74

Social Data:

CASE HISTORY

Parent Information:
Father's age: 30 years

education: high school

occupation: unknown
Mother's-dge-: 26 yzams------

education: high'school
occupation: housewife

Siblings: 2 older sisters in the home --
fraternal twin died shortly after
birth,

Primary Caretaker: Rather
Persons in home during day: Mother &

sisters

III -48 -ah is a two year (2) old female, found at birth o be premature

with hyaline membrane disease and bronchopulmonary displasia. Records also

indicate congestive heart failure and intraventriculat bleeding which were
corrected surgically at five (5) months of age.

III-48-ah's parents separated and divorced before her birth. The

family receives benefits from a variety of social service agencies including
public housing, public assistance and food stamps. The Telecommunications

Project installed a telephone in this home.

Ph sisal Environment:

The home-is located in 111-48, a small town in the cotral part of
the state.

pescription of the home: The home is a four (4) room apartment ill

the public housing proja-

Location of the Learning Appa atust The learning apparatus ,is

located in the living room.

Entering Behavio

language: babbled
b) said few single ma- bye_

., laughed
Motor: a) pulled to standing

b) rolled over
c) sat alone
d) ,did not crawl

Social: a) smiled and babbled to adrtLt attention
nb) was aware of strangers
c) manipulated some toys

Cognitive: a) imitated pat-a-cake
b) was beginning pincer grasp

Self-help: a) was beginning to finger feed
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b) held own bottle
c) ate baby food fed by pa

Socioeconomic Status Scale:

factors
idence

occupation
education

or Freight x scale value _partial score Class

6 x 5 = 30
x '7 63

20

score of Index on social position 113 e IV

Match lo Sample Program

Child : - 48oh

(Child Oreppe
of Piograrn After
Six Sessions,

16 24 32

Minute Sessions

FIGURE 37

Figure 37 shows the performance of child III-48-ah on the Match-to-Sample

apparatus. The staff felt that child III-486ah met the prerequisites for
the Match-to-Sample program; therefore, she was placed directly an the

brightness matching program. Child 111-48-eh withdrew from the program
-after so few sessions that it was difficult to make,generalizations abbut
her performance. Alowever, the data indicated that she was matching at
better than 90% correct until her last session.
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SECTION SEVEN

CONTRIBUTED SERVICES FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
CENTER FOR THE HANDICAPPED

During the course of the. project, the University's Center for the Handi-
capped (UCH), a UAF affiliate, volunteered to'provide extensive diagnostic
examinations of all project children.' This activity was not part of the work
scope of the project. However, project staff coordinated communications be-
tween the UCH and families. These activities, and the outcomes of the medi-
cal interventions, are described in this section. It should be noted that
coordinated health and social service delivery has been suggested as an attri-
-bute of a Telecommunications system. The type of activity described here pro-
vides an. example of such coordination. To carry out this activity, project
staff:

1. developed a working plan in cooperation with UCH staff

2. conducted project orientation sessions for UCH staff

3. filled out and returned referral forms to UCH

4. assisted families in filling out developmental forms sent to them
by UCH

5. assisted families with travel arrangements

6. assisted families with hospital admission procedures

conducted group meetings with parents to:

a) reinforce parent to parent communication
b) present project related slide programs

8.= conducted on-site demonstration of project facilities_and-activities,
including computer operat.ton-S during instructional sessions

conducted individual meetings' ith families to discuss children's
progress and data

10: participated indisposition conferences at UGH

11. served as liaison between UGH and parents -to int prat' he results
of the evaluation

The outcomes of the comprehensive examinations are shown in Table 8 which
lists all medical or therapeutic interventions. Not shown are referrals or
actions which were initiated in three instances where evaluations concluded
there was sufficient evidence of a parent's drug abuse or child abuse to war-
rant intervention from appropriate agencies.



TABLE 8

SCOPE OF EVALUATION

The med icai examination included a routine examination and specific eve .ua-

tiuits as appropriate in:these areas:

Unit

Speech and He ring

Psychology

Ph ical The- Consultation

Social Work

Nursin y

FducatLona1 Evaluation

is Administered

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
Pre-School Language Scale
Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation
Verbal Language Development Seal

(Mecharn)

Examination of Oral Peripheral
Mechanism

Bzoch-Teague Receptive Expressive
Emergent Language Scale

Audiometric testing
Houton Test for'Language Development

Stanford Binet
WISC
Vineland Maturity Inventory
Family Environment' Scale

Family Assessment interview

Observation and interview of parents

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
Vineland Maturity Inventory
School Readiness Survey
Informal observation to ascertain

child's knowledge of basi
concepts rand motor skills,
e.g. matching, coloring,
block building, colors,
numerical- concepts

Verbal directionS



TABLE 8 (cont.)

BENEFITS OF EVALUATION

Child: Medical phy_0igal Therapy Speech and Hearing s Other

I-9-t Detected enlarged kidney
and malfunction, treatment
including surgery to avoid
loss of kidney.

I-13-p Referred to local
physical therapist.

II-17-k

p

Changed previous diagnosis.
Family physician notified
to do further metabolic
tests and genetic teats
and counseling for parents
and other sibling. New
diagnosis had genetic im-
_lications.
'inscribed chlorohydrate

to change child's sleeping
patterns to allow family to
return to normal daily rou-
tine to facilitate function-
ing of family.

1' 4-)L, U

Parents instructed on
use of vib"rator on
child'd neck to facili-
tate head control.
Wheelchair prescribed
to assist handling of
child.



Child

11-20-f .

111-7-v

Medical

111-21-d Neurology follow-up with

change in medication to

control seizures since

prognosis was poor due to

inability to control sei-

zure, i.e. 1/2 cases like

this do not survive past

.5 years. Mother received

counseling from social

worker in neurology.

111-23 a

TABLE 8 (cont.)

T212a1gL]aliKE Speech and Hearin

Brace for'one leg

ordered, slight damage

to one leg.was detected.

This prosthetic device

was prescribed. to pre-

vent further damage.

Child received'con-

tinuing physical

therapy from Medic4.1

Center.

Referred to local

physical therapist to

facilitate proper de-

velopment, develop

left side to prevent

total paralysis.

Therapist demonstrated

how to handle child to

facilitate head control

Mother received in-

struction on language

stimulation techniques.

. ,

Language stimulation

techniques suggested

to mother.

Recommendation for Referred for speech

child to crawl as conT"therapy to. local

tintibus use of walker agency.

Was causing defftmity.

Prognosis good for

walking. 'Child returned

Other

Mother re-

turned to

Medical

Center for

behavior

management

instruction.



Child

111-23-a
continued

111-43-ab

Medical

TABLE 8 (coot

Physical Therapy

to Medicra Center
physical therapy.

for

t.

beech and Hearing ' Other

Therapist discussed
language stimulation
techniques and re-
ferred parents to
local therapist. An
appointment was made
to return for hearing
evaluation in six
months to, detect
possible hearing loss.



SECTION EIGHT

tFESTIMATES FOR A PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

Introduction
C_

Cost estimates have been prepared for a prototype, system. These esti-
mates are not based on the actual costs incurred during the award-period,s
for these reasons:

actual costs reflect prototype design and construction., not
the purchase of standard items

no costs were incurred for computer use since the systeM had
been purchased-and was being used on another BEH supported
project "

major personnel costs were invested in debugging ,the system

4. learning devices placed in the homes were simple prototypes
designed specifically for the project, not standard devices
with a fixed cost .

project administration costs are not representative of actual
costs for a prototype center

Given these factors, and given that there-has been no full-scale test
with a sufficient- number of children to test the maximum capacity of the sys-
tem; cost estimates for a replicati on prototype system have been developed.
Cost per family per year estimates have been calculated. It must be empha-
sized that these estimates contain projections on product life whq_ch are not
based onperformance histories, e.g. computer life is estimated at 10 years.
In fact, a computer may operate indefinitely with a widely varying--maintgnance
cost; or a system may be replaced because it is obsolete though still func-
tional.

General Assumptions Underlying CostEstimates

1. The system projects that 60 children may receive instruction
on a deny basis, without exhausting the capacity of the
computer system.

2 The INTERACT'system contains 4K of core memory. (Additional units
of 4K maybe added to the system)

d. A WATS system will be utilized. Current rental figures of $75 per
month per line plus 10c per minute per line have been used for this
estimate.

4. Thirty minute sessions are projected for each child, and an eight
houri(16 session) day is projected.
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.

TheCost of full-scale production' (second generation) modem inter-
face/parallel-to-series units will remain the same if increased pro-

duction demand emerges.

6. A full scale system will support the cost of telephone installation
and monthly service-for a mall percentage of the total families.
Those costs .are not included in the budget projections.

7. The cost-of home placed learning devices-($3 ©0) is a reasonable
estimate whether producCion items are manufactured or individual
devices are built as protofypes'fox an extended time period.

The administrative costs will be absorbed by the sponsoring agency.
Therefore, personnel costs for direct operations staff are included
here.

.

Many home placed learning devices will be used for short periods by
child, will be loaned to other families, and will remain in con-

stant use.

10. There are 250 days in an instructional yea
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T[ BLE 9

T EsT2MATES FOR A REPLICATION PROTOTYPE TELECO :CATIONS

Purchase Product Life C Number o_ Cost Per User
Users Per (child per year)

Year

INTO RACT corn- $25,000 1 $2, 500.00
era]. puter witt 12K .

,,

veracity

14:ides Interface
\units
e. xemote unit
(1 per hOnie)
b. Jacel unit
(8 per center)

.-!otistIc coupled
rodeo

lime (1 per home)
b. bard -tdred
lodes (8,per center

2,500 12 years 208.33

6,400 12 years 8.89 60

315 12 years. 26.25 1

2,520 12 years 10.00 60

20

8.89

26.25

3: °50

ie Line rental for
eight (8) lines

ervice costLine

$75,0 ra4. $7,200.00 60 $120.00

45,000.00
(.10 per rain.
30 miry. per day
X'250 instruc-
tional. days
60 use

60



TABLE 9 (cont.)

COST ESTIMATES' FOR A REPLICATION PKITOiYPE TELEC ICATIONS SYSTEM

gory Item Purchase Cost duet Life Cost Per Year Number of Cost Pe: User

(life/cost) Users Per (child p.:_r year)

Year

placed

aing devices

Devices

Consumables

$27,000

90 devices X

$300 each)

Ilaintenance

'nnel Programmer

Liaison

coordina-

tor (4)

Line operator

(2 @ $2.50/hr.)

Data clerk

(1 @ $2.50/br.)

Electrical

services

(contractual)

3 years $9,000

Rental/main-

tenance

$12,000.00

60 $150.00

60

100.00

100.00

$200.00

10,000.00 each 60 666.67

5,000.00 each 60 166:67

5,000.00 60 83.33

5,000.00 60 83.33

$4,800.00 60 80.00

,600.00 60 60.00



in summary, it must be emphasize: that these cost estimates- havevbeen
prepared on the basis of a number of untested assumptions. The total cost of
the system reflects the price to a new user desiring to replicate the system
at the present. iine. Projected cost increases, inflation and other uAnown
-figUres are not included in cost per year estimates.

It should also be noted that the cost per child per year can be further
reduced to a cost per unit of instruction, if a representative mean number of
responses can be projected, e.g. the, cost per child per day is approximately
$11.00, Estimating 1.5 responses per minute for a 30 minute session, a figure
of 25t per response can be derived. No serious attempt to make a fine estimate
has been made, since there are so many unknowns in the total equation. It is
sufficient to note, however, that such pr- ejections can be made and that another
step, cost per unit of correct responses, per day, is not far away.

An estimated cost of $2848.64 per child per year has been calculated.
This figure may be compared with the cost of 'institutionalization, or-the cost
of_educating a childan_a_public or private PreschOlol program, or in public
education programs. These comparisons would indicate a favorable cost for
the Tplecommunications system. Finally, costs and benefits for coordinated
social service delivery have not been indicated and await further development
before accurate estimates can be made.
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SECTION NINE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECO. DATIONS

Summary

The outcomes of .a two year contract to develop the technology for a tel,e-

unications system for'severely handicapp&d.children and youth have been
described: -Key elements of the content of the requst for proposals (RFP 74-5)

have been ,listed. The nature of the Kentucky response -- to engage in tech-.=
nology development to link an interactive minicomputer to homes via a telephone

transmission system -- has been identified. The presumed benefits of early

tervention from'birth onward -- have been discussed. The strategies con-

ducted during the award period have been chronicled, and data have been pre-
sented_en those outcomes.

la summary, prototype linking devices were desigoed, builtLand tested.

First generation production models were delivered, enabling project staff to

establish learning environments_in_seventeemhomes dispersed across the state.
Daily data transmission was initiated to each home site. Home intervention

and field liaison were initiated on a limited scale. In conjunt ion.with the

University Medical Center (Center for the Handif;lapped), medical e aluations

were arranged for all children, and a variety of health related benefits were

provided. In view of the progress made during this contract period, recom-
ndations for the development of additional contracts were made to the funding

agency -- and strategies have been implemented to continue service delivery to

a limited number:of homes in close proximity to the project site. Tie impli$

cations and recommendations are described in questionform and are intended

to emphaSlze the factors which will influence full-scale development of a

futures oriented technology.

Issues Related to the attire of

Computer-Telephone Telecommunications Systems

Factors- which will- determine the future of Telecommun cations systems
such as this are found within and beyond the scope of, this final report.
Questions are raised in this section which discuss the data gathered during

the conduct of the project. In addition, questions are raised which can only

be answered by further research and development efforts.

Which is the Appropia.te Perspe tj.ve
on the Costs for a Computer-based

Telecommunications System?

CoStfigures have been presented in Section Eight, along with qualifying

statements and the judgements used for those estimates. It has been emphasized

thatjhose costs are tentative and that the total capacity of this system has

not been tapped.



0

Can a Computer-Telephone Linkage be Effected for
On-line Processing of Instructional Programming?

Certain types of computer generated telephone data transmission systems
are becoming commonplace. In business, salesmen utilize brief-case sized
acoustic couplers to place orders, for merchandise. Research facilities have
had the capacity to transmit computer data over telephone lines for an ex-
tended period of time. During the course of this project, ef.t was demonstrated
that an interactive computer system could be linked to sites geographically
distant from the computer center and that daily instructional sessions could
be conducted in home settitgs. As noted, this system is desf.gned for on-line
control of behavioral events and is interactive, receiving and returning sig-
nals within 100 milliseconds. The data indicatethat an-interactive computer
could be linked to each home and that daily interaction could occur.

Does the System Work Reliably?

The data in Table 1 indicate a range of reliability from 42 to 92 per-
cent. Across-Kentucky, telephone subscribers are served by a large number

-o .small companie._ As noted, four placements among the five with the lowest
reliability were served by the same small system. These figures are en-
couraging, in view of the fact that there was a mean number of 120 days for
system testing in the shortened test period; that problem solving-was re-
quired for each component of the Telecommunications link as well as with the
integrated system; and that extensive time was required to troubleshoot minor
problems after the learning station was installed in the home. An extended
test period, subsequent to solving minor errors, is required to provide an
estimate which is not spuriously low. It would appear that a 90 reliability
,is a reasonable estimate, acknowledging that in some locales the poor quality
of telephone transmission may preclude reaching that level. Further technology
development will be necessary to determine if the system will reach 100% relir_
ability in all sites.

Will Telecommunications-Delivered Instruction Deliver
a' Better Education, in Comparison to
Other Curricula and Delivery Systems?

The answer to this question lies somewhere in the future. The question
is among those most frequentlrasked when the project is described. In order
to answer the question in hypothesis form. elements must be produced which do
not exist in 1976. It has been noted repeat d1 throughout this report that
the nature of this project is technology, development. The next' step is to
conduct full-scale'demonstration, once all technology development tasks are
completed. -Then, a valid or effective curricula must exist, to be compared
to another. Given the status of present full-,scile curriculum development
projects, it will be some time before "effecl-ve" curricula exist. Therefore,
the question is somewhat premature, by three to seven years, in the author's
best estimate.- On another dimension, this may not be the,most appropriate
question. Telecommunications-hased educational and social service delivery,
as described in the chapter 'in Appendix A, is a multiple "treatment", incor-
porating direct instruction..to child and parent and in effect, an individual-
ized intervention program. Further, given the heterogeneity, incidence, and
geographical dispersion of the target population, such a comparison study 4y

' not be feasible. Thus, the question is premature in the author's view, may



not be the proper que tioa, and, if it is, will be extremely difficult to answer.

What Content, Scope and Sequence Can
le Taught by This Computer System?

_For the infant and y ung child, visual discrimination, concept learning,
math and reading instruction can be'presented by computer. Simple response
manipulation can be used to establish perforMance that is characteristic of
reinforcement on a V5 schedule, a high and stable rate of responding. Response
devices can be constructed to shape a variety or motor responses, e.g. kicking,
pulling, pushing actions. Obviously, language, and self-help instruction are
not likely to be-taught by computer. Sacial skill development, defined as
adult-child or child-child interaction, cannot be taught by computer. However,,
`programs =which require parent-child-computer interaction will teach, directly
or indirectly, something about the principles of reinforcement. And, those
behaviors,Ican be taught by the field liaison personnel who maintain interac-
tion with the families. What has been learned from this experience is that
-the-computer is one component of a delivery system. Computer generated in-
struction may be presented in a variety of ways and will hold varying degrees
of importance during a fiye to ten year period of .intervention in. the life of

-.n infant,and young child.

What Functions Does the Computer Perform
in a Telecommunications Delivery System?

1. Presentdaily instruction, beginning in'the first year of life,
continuansly_ through the course of a program of-education interven-
tion

Store academic performance histdries-

Store social service intervention

Compute data and provide output to peripheral devices to generate
graphs and other data summaries- ,

Store relevant accounts of programs conducted by therapists and
other interventionists

Is This- System Designed to Provide a Type of Homebound
Instruction Which Might Supplant, or Substitute -

for,-a Public School Placement?

This system was designed to provide instruction to infants and young
children who are geographically removed from existing programs, who live, in
areas where programs do not exist, or who are unable to travel to the closest
program. Instruction can be provided daily. With further curriculum and

__Xechnology deirel t, i-offtent can be projected that instruction can be provided
for a significant portion of the time. In contrast, in Kentucky for example,
homebound. instruction, by regulation, may be conducted for a minimum of two
hours per week. The Kentucky telecommunications system envisions a field
liaison coordinator.who will perform the functions of a homebound instructor
in addition to other duties. It is also-feasible to train homeboUnd teachers



in a region served -by telecommunications:-so that those responsibilities
might be supliorted.bY the local. district. In all cases,7telecommunicatione-
transMission is considered an integral part of a total system, rather than

one designed to substitute for-another service.

Conclusions and Recommendations-

In- retrospect, a first step has been made in the development of the tech-
nolegy,.for a telecommunicationssystemrwhich is based on an interactive- com-

puter control system. A blueprint-for-a-ft11-scale system was written during
-the course of the project and is included in Appendix A. At this- writing,

through. University contributions and a small amount of unexpended project'
funds; a third year of service will be delivered to a small.number of lamilies
within close proximity to the project.site. This period will enable further-
testing of the system-and will produce more representative system reliability
figuxes, accomplishing another small step forward.

Briefly, we found that the system will work, that families will aCcep
the intrusion of technology in their homes. --that_Ehey cooperated with

us for an extended-period oftimei we do not know. how long they-might con-
tinue to participate if they were able to do so indefinitely. That will be

determined -by further 'research -and development.

Child performance data indicate-that children-i4111-eng-aman apparatus
daily. In some'instances little change or acceleration was shown, in some
instances perfpcmance was variable, and in others a high and stable number of
correce responses were emitted during daily sessions.

We did not propose a coordinated curricular intervention with the compu-
ter, knowing that none presently exist for infants and very young children.
The necessity for such a curriculum,'and for birth-onward intervention, became
clearly established during the course- of the project.

Parent training through field liaison staff intervention was proposed.
The necessity for extended debugging of the system restricted the amount of
time available to accomplish the, task and set out the parameters for expandin
the functions of this role to coordinated.educational and socials*vice coor-
dinator. _ This next step should be accomplished during the 1976=77 test period.

Perhaps the most obviods fact to emerge- from this-experiente -iS-the-fra-
gility of the support base for the development work necessary to develop all
the components of a prototype system: This project, and the other four Tele-
communications projects,-were funded under two year "stimulation" contracts --
to develop systems that other agencies would incorporate andsupport. _The
final goal for the Kentucky system would be full-scale replication in other
remote sparsely populated, or geographically isolated areas.- Whether that
goal will-13e met is entirely contingent upon additional support. for a wide

range of development activities.

It is de-regueur.to end a report such as this with a recommendation that
additional fundingNize awarded to pursue the topic ( development of telecomMuni-
cations systems) or icengage in additional llesearch to answer those new or
yet unanswered questionsgenerated by this present body of work. This report



is no exception.

The author and his associates believe that:

1. An infant curriculum should be developed which incorporates
compUter generated and adult controlled learning exper.ences.

Fnnding should be assured to bring this system and others
full-scale implementation.

The blueprint for a model telecommunications system, as des-
cribed in Appendix A, shod be "built" and tested.

A new type of professional role, the field liaison coordinator,
should be fully developed as a model system is implemented.

5. Data systems should be established to permit documentation, at
some future time, of the amount and type of intervention re-
quired.to monitor a child.. with severe.andmultiple handicappins.
conditions in home' environments which may be marginally aiaptive
at best.

Intervention should begin at birth and continue until no ageftcy
'identifies-a need for it for a specific child.

The potential of the, teledommunications system in infant learn-
ing research in-the-home-should-be fully_explored.

The potential of the telecommunications system for obtaining
longitudinal data on children and families should be fully
explored.

BEES should support a national meeting to present the results of
the projects funded under PUT 74-5 (Telecommunications) 'and.RFP

'74-10 (the first of the model centers for the severely handi-
capped).
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EDUCATING SEVERELY likNDICAPPED CHILDREN_
AND THEIR PARENTS THROUGH TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Abstract

The right to education and normalization movements are creating a demand
for new delivery systems to educate those who are severely handicapped. Early

intervention, home placement, and utilization of community resources are
proposed as alternatives to institutionalization of children who manifest
severe and multiple handicapping conditions- This means, in brief, that

education must be provided to persons who have not been recipients, at-an age
when educational services have not been rendered, and that additional sup-
portive services must be provided to parents to enable them to manage and
educate their children. The magnitude of the task requires the development of

innovative and cost effective delivery systeMs. This chapter describes the
application of telecommunication technologies to home education of severely

handicapped children and their parents§ Five prototype telecommunications

systems are'described. Multiple functions of a model telecommunications

system are listed. Potential,Lpombinations of single systems are projected.
Recommendations for future syetem development and utilization are considered,
particularly those which relate to the potent al for long term research and
curriculum development.



Brown vs. Board of Education precipitated a social revolution which has
altered the fabric of American education repeatedly for the past twenty years.
The fact of inequality exploded into-public view and has remained there con-
tinuously, kept current by disclosure of educational practices which are
discriminatory to children. A commitment to provide_equal educational.op-
portunity has generated a variety of experimental programs designed to reduce
past inequities and foster maximum intellectual growth in all of societies'
children. As intervention strategies were developed to provide equal educa"
tional opportunities, it became apparent that a social experiment of massive
proportions was under way. Preschool programs emerged, to be followed by
infant development and home training projects. While the effects of these

programs were being debated, parents, of handicapped children began to discover
that minorities were not defined exclusively by Color. An analysis of existing
laws and traditional educational practices showed that 'children with severe
handicapping conditions were excluded from public education programs. Through
litigation, PARC vs. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, parents sought and obtained
a remedy to the situation. This, and subsequent legal action, established the
right to education movement for all handicapped children. This movement has
received national attention and served to acCelerate changes in practices--
related to the care and treatment of the handicapped, particularly the men-

.

tally retarded.

The contrast between basic human rights and living conditions in insti-
rutional settings has increased pressure to remove children from institutions
and return them to their home communities. In the same way that bu'sing has

been employed as a device to integrate racial groups to achieve a more normal
social environment in the next decade, numerous strategies are being employed
to bring handicapped and non-handicapped 'persons into daily interaction to
"normalize" experiences for both groups. These actions have initiated a
social experiment equal in significanceto the--or-ig4a1 civil rights movement.
If successful, children Mill no longer be placed in institutions. Instead,

they will remain in home set=tings, receive educational intervention from birth
through adulthood, and maintain a degree of independent living with the
assistance of Community-based service agencies.. The dimensions of this
social experiment are not confined to the generation of new delivery systems.
Instead, the real experiment is a test for'social acceptance of human varia-
tion. The outcome of normalization and rat to education is the presence of
individuals in a society which has historically rejected them because of
extreme behaVieral and physiological deviations from an inferred cultural
norm. This dimension appears to have received little professional attention,
an oversight which must be remedied to insure comprehensive planning.

Extreme effort-will be required of parents as they work to develop a
supportive home environment for-their children. An equal effort will be-
required of professionals as they address the managerial and human factors
which will ultimately determine the success of evolving supportAystems.-
The magnitude of the task. requires that the problems must be fully concepr-
ualized, that sufficient resources must be obtained, and that the mast ad-
vanced technologies must be incorporated into efforts to develop prototype
educational and social service delivery systems to support community place-
ment of severely handicapped children.



This chapter will describe preliminary attempts' to utilize emerging
telecommunications technologies to teach children and to Support parents whose
severely handicapped children remain at home; This support is provided in the
form of direct, instruction to children and parent education. The systems
deliver instruction to severely impaired .children from birth to adulthood who

represent the full range-of handicapping:conditions. The focus, however, is

on severe learning and behavior disorders in children from birth to six years

of age.



A RATIONALE FOR THE OF

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES

Throughout this discussion, it will-be important to keep in mind that
descriptionsoftelecommunicationssystemsandtheirfunctionshaV'etwo re-
ferents in time: what can be done today and what may be .done,in the4future.
This section considers the factors which have encouraged the development o
five prototype systems and the immediate goals they are designed-to Meet.
Subsequent sections describe how systems may be used in the future. A-dri=

tical factor will emerge to link the-time referents; the utility of the sys-
tems to initiate systematic intervention from birth through the early schocil

years. A brief rationale for early intervention will bridge the gap between
present and future.

mmediate needs for alternative
educational delivery systems

Traditionally, children go to school' on foot or by bus. If they deviate

to some degree from other children, their destination is a special class

placement. If they deviate significantly, they do -.lot go to school at all.
For some children with temporary injury or permanent health impairments
school may come to them in the form of homebound instruction or, in extremely
rare situations, in the'form of a telephone link to the,classroorC. For child-

ren who deviate significantly in intellectual or behavioral attributes, the
traditional social response has been to remove them from their homes'and place
them in institutions where they may or may not have -.the opportunity to go to

"school". Sometimes, when mountains, flooding rivers, or cultural barriers
exist between home and school, children simply do not go to school at all.
The barriers supercede the issue of deviance. The traditional public view, in

summary, has been stated very directly: "You go to school or you do not. If

you do not fit, you stay at home. If you do not go to school, you may re-
ceive limited home instruction, if it is convenient to do to. If it is not

convenient, ou will not be served." However, the practices which were an
outgrowth of the traditional view have been declared unconstitutional, and
alternative ethods must be found to educate those children who have been
excluded from school. Concurrently, the number and types of excluded children

increasingly more visible as a result of court-directed,identi-
ems and the efforts of child advocacy projects (see Children
a report by the Children's-Defense Fund, 1974). The pressure

are becoming
fication prog
Out of School
to alter traditional practices has intensified the search for nontraditional

delivery systms. In ssoeiety that has become increasingly oriented toward
the use of technology to solve major problems, the development of telecom-

munications systems' is a logical strategy to circumvent geographical and

political bariiers. Similarly, as traditional age restrictions. are being
changed,'teleeommunications systems are looked upon as viable alternatives_ to

serve new and 'younger populations, particularly in the 0-6 age range. The

immediate goalis of the emerging prototypes are clearly:identified, as are the
populations they will serve.

-

A. -basic objective of a telecommunications system =to deliver instruc-

tion to childrIn who are geographically isolated from instruction. Severely

handicapped persons are a relatiV'ely low incidence population,- particular

1'24
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when they represent combinations of handicapping conditions. When such per-

sons are located in sparsely populated areas, or in areas which
,

are isolated

by geographical` barriers, the service delivery problem is intensified. Tele-

communications systems offer a variety of ways to link homes in remote loca-

tions with a central instructional unit. Telephone or television transmission

systeMs can provide daily instruction of a higher quality than that provided

by present itinerant, homebound services.

There are, among the population of excluded children, those whose health

is impaired to such a degree that education in traditional public school

classes is considered unfeasible. This population is, presumably, hetero-

geneous in age and level of intellectual functioning. Computer assisted

instruction systems, transmitted via telephone or television, have been de-

veloped to provide home instruction appropriate to this heterogeneous group.

Several years of work have gone into the development of curriculi for CAI

systems. These curricula are !,ufficiently comprehensive to provide a.range of

instruction in the traditional elementary and secondary content areas. Limited

curricula exist, and more are being developed, to deliver instruCtion,to

persons who presently function below the traditional content areas. It is .

unlikely that the content of instruction and existing single delivery systems

are adequate to serve this heterogeneous group.. However, an immediate goal of

the prototype systems is to, xpand programming capacity to serve those persons

who have no other alternative.

Presently, many excluded children remain at home and that placement is

tenuous at best. Some are school age but have been excluded because they,are

presumed to be severely retarded or manifest severe behavior disorders.

Others have not yet reached mandatory school age but manifest such extreme

intellectual'or behavioral defects that their families may be considering

nstitutional placements. Telecommunications systems will perform three

mediate functions for these family units= assist parents in managing their

children, teach parents to teach their children, and provide direct instruc-

tion to children. It is presumed that these interventions will raise child-

ren's funciional.levels, reduce behavior management problems, and reduce the

probability tbat the child will be institutionalized.

CoMpensatory edirca.tion programs began.at -the-preschool level, then worked

backwards to infant training, parent training, and-home education programs.

similar trend has developad'among. those concerned with. the education of the

severely handicapped. For chilren with sensory impairments'in vision and

hearing, the necessity for early education has.been acknowledged by legisia-

tionwhich.permits public education at' an'earlier age than non-impaired child-'

Precedents are being established for all handicapping conditions, from

birth to the present mandatory school- =age, (and beyond)wever, litigation,
And legislatiVe actions are too new to 'be represented as=kmpdate which will

guarantee education from birth for infants with severe anortnitiple handier
.

capping conditions. The conceptualize lon of some of the prototype telecom,-munications

systems hasdleen predicated on the anticipated- demand for infant

learning programs, and systems are being designed to:provide direct instruc--.

tion'to infants and to assist parents with the task of maintaining their child

at home. and in the community. The Immediate goals for these systems are to



demonstrate that it is possible to communicate with remote stations from a
central computer system via telephone transmission lines and that computer
technology can be employed effectively by parents and professionals to shape.
of build a behavioral repertoire in a severely impaired infant, utilizing
systematic, daily intervention continuously from birth through the early
school years.

Factors which have led to the development of and funding for telecom-
munications systems have been described. The immediate general goals for
technology-based telecommunications systems have been stated. The activities
required to meet these goals will be carried out and initial Support will have
been terminated by July 1976. Shortly thereafter, project reports will-be
available and the effectiveness of the systems will be, open to public scrutiny.
Those results will reflect short-term effects; the potential for the tech-
nology-based,telecommunications systems will emerge when they ereviewed with
respect to their utility in long range instructional research and curriculum
development efforts.

Their application to the development of automated sequential curriculum
for infants and young children will emerge as a primary function. Why that
should be done, and how it will be accomplished, will emerge in the next
section, which sets the stage for a description of what the projects propose
to do now. That will be followed by a description of what they,may do in, the
future.

basis for early intervention
through telecommunications systems

"The immediate function of the prototype systeMs has been defined: to
provide a-variety of educational interventions for existing populations which
are heterogeneous in age and level of development. For the most part, these
interventions are aimed at the modification of behavioral-or intellectual
defects of long term duration. The-technologies may be applied more effi-
ciently and effectively in the future to provide systematic instruction to
children and support to parents, beginning at birth. Or, as Tawney (1975)

-noted, to develop model systems for the child of the year 2000.

The basic function of any intervention program is to facilitate or-ac-
celerate the course of normal development. Where severely handicapped in-
lents are concerned-, early intervention; programs are designed to prevent
retarded development which might be considered a function of observable bio-
logical defect, or inadequate environments (Bijou, 1966,-p. 3). Here, bio-
logical events Anclude sensory impairments, and environmental events refer to
'the stimulus - response, nteractions which retard development. Thus, from
Bijouts.(1966) fraMeWork, a retarded individualis onewhO has a limited,

,J7!-Pertolre °f behavior sh d b events Chet constitute his 11istaa'01. 2)
This formulation has proved extremely useful in-the conceptualization of,
intervention programs. The task is clearly defined: 'to design environments
which will.shape or build'a response repertoire (Tawney, 1974). Where severe-
ly handicapped infints are concerned the. environment Will-be the home,:and
&mil), members will constitute the major class of stimulus events. For se
verely and multiply handicapped infants, pressure is mounting to develop. pro -`°
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grams which begin intervention shortly after birth. There is a growing body
of literature that supports immediate intervention. Clues to the direction
such interventions should take-are drawn from,the comparisons of structured
vs. non-structured preschool programs. And, within the literature-on the
experimental analysis of behavior, there are precedents for the design - -of
programmed or prosthetic environments. The potential of the telecommunica,, .

--____

tions system appears greatest as a-component of a prosthetic environment,
where it is used to deliver instruction to infants and young children on a
daily basis, to build or shape a "normal" repertoire thrOugh fine grain se-

,

quences of instruction. At the same time, the technology creates a service
delivery system which can be used to assist parents with the task of foci-
litating the development of their,child.

Support for intervention originating shortly after birth can be found in
enabling legislation, BEH priorities for early childhood education, the de-
velopment of an early edudation network for preset-101 education for the, handi-
capped, set-asides in Head Start funding to insure service to the-handicapped,
and the initiation of research and detonstration programs designed to insure
enrollment of children in preschool and,day care programs. The empirical
basis for early and systematic intervention is fragile but is growing with the
accumulation of evidence which suggests that infant behavior can be modified.
White (1971), for example, has reported selected studies_ from his long term
program of research with normal infants. Recent studies in infant learning
have been reviewed by Fitzgerald and Borges (1971) and Huisebus (1973). These

. excellent reviews suggest that infant instruction is feasible and, in addi-
tion, of -fer clues for the development of appropriate learning tasks. The

empirical basis for long term intervention witty-handicapped infa-2.ts and young
children is sparse. However, research efforts such as the recently completed-

,

Toddler Research and Intervention Project (Bricker and Bricker, 1972) should
provide a rationale for early intervention as data become widely distributed.
The long term, ongoing intervention program for Down's children (Hayden and
Haring, in press) provides strong support for early intervention. After five
years of intervention with infant learning programs, parent training, and sup-
port programs, and continuous sequential instruction, Down'schildren are
entering first grade classes with "normal" children. ° The academic performance
of these children refutes the.assumption that Down's children are low func-
tioning. Hopefully, the performance of these children will stimulate special
educators to examine the assumptions they hold concerning the potential of all
handicapped persona.

., .,

The experience in the growth of preschool programs for the disadvantaged
suggests the directions_that infantlearning programs are likely to take, in
terms .-of structured Vs non-structured programs. Early childhood studies
'Wernes, et al, 1968), which demonstrate the positive outcomes of direct in-
struction, indicate the direction which-infant programs might follow. Basic

-approaches to education for severely.handicapped infants will emerge with
.time.' Lambie, Bond, and Weikart (undated) have described three types of
curricular approaches for the normal infant:, programmed, open framework,' and

learner-centered. The behavioral characteristics of severely handicapped-.
infants suggest that the programmed approach may hold much promise. This view

is supported, by the positive results which are generally supported in the
literature of the experimental analysis of behavior. In contrast to the



results of large experimental studies conducted_by special educators to test
the "efficiency"'of special education practices, this literature contains
successful demonstrations of the application of fine grained programming
techniques to shape academic and social behaviors. Of particular interest are
studies which utilize an errorless learning paradigm to shape complex discrim-
inations (Bijou, 1968; Sidman and Stoddard, 1966; Tawney, 1972; Terrace,
1967).

This methodology has been applied to instructional programming for child-
ren with severe developmental retardation (Tawney, et al, 1975). The method-

ology (precise control of environmental events, carefully sequenced instruc-
tional steps, immediate and contingent reinforcement of correct responses,
arrangement of stimulus presentations to reduce the probability of error) can
be applied tp the development of instructional programs for infants. Tele-
communications systems which utilize home-based computer terminals have the
capacity to deliver "errorless" curricula to home settings. The character-
istics of prototype systems, described in the next section,. illustrate present
capacity to provide instructional programming. Later sections 1escribe the
function of telecommunications in broadly based alternative educational de-
liiiery systems. -



FIVE PROTOTYPE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

The Utah Project

The Exceptional Child Center'at Utah State University is establishing a
Homebound Handicapped Resource Center as a major component of their telecom-
mUnications project. The goal of the project -is to serve children'in rural
areas who are considered severely and profoundly retarded, multi-handicapped,
or emotionally disturbed.

The telecommunications network liflks the Resource Center, homes, a local
homebound instruction teacherand the Intermountain Medical Program, a health
service unit, by standard telephones equipped with interactive speakers: Once
identified, parentsare sent instructional packages which are-4ssidned to
assist them in teaching language, leisure time, arithmetic, and self-help
skills to their children. The instructional padkages are written specifically
for parents and contain step-by-step instructions -to teach skills such as
counting objects, naming coins, number skills, and number symbols. They also
contain instructions to enable parents to provide verbal assistance- to eval.
uate responses, and to correct errors.

The interactive telephone speaker system is used to report.children's
progress, to solve'instructional or programming errors,and to assist parents
in solving management problems. The system provides low-cost supplementary.
educational services to parents. The inclusiOn of the local homebound teacher
and a,regional health agency increased-the base of supportive services to
families who are geographically dispersed throughout.. a large, Sparsely.popp-
lated area.

The Teaching Resources Center Project

Teaching Resources Center at the City University of New York is develop-
ing a series of films to teach language conceptS to children who are con-
.sidered to be, mentally retarded or Who manifest severe behavior disorders. .

Tape vignettes feature puppets, similar to Sesame Street characters. The
dialogue is written tp teach and reinforce use of specific language concepts.

Programs are presented on a'responsive TV.system -- a standard television,
set which has been modified by the addition of an electronic switching device.
For-thi1 application, a four button response system is connected to the switch-
ing device. Each button contains a piste of one of four puppet characters
featured in the video-tape lessons.

Each video lesson is programmed to present a single concept, then to test
children's knowledge of the concept. After each episode, the characters
direct the child to press a specific button to register a diScriminative
response. A correct.response produces an appropriate confirmation /reinforce
mtnt -from the character. An incorrect response produces -corrective feedback
frOin the character whose button is pressed.

This telecommunication system is presently. being. used in research to test
hypotheses related to television instruction. The video programs can be used



over the air or on cable systems. The instrumentation required to convert a
standard TV to a responsive system appears to.be uncomplicated and will per-
haps gain wide usage.

The New York State Department Project

The New York State Department of Education at Albany has initiated a
telecommunications project in the Buffalo area which will serve' one hundred
persons, primarily 5-21 years of age, whose physical handicaps are so severe

that they are unable to attend public school classes.

Curriculum materials which are available commercially will be transmitted
into homes via an interactive television .system composed of cable TV and
telephone transmission to communicate with the student. A teletype keyboard
and acoustic coupler will 'lc placed in the home and integrated with the fami-
lies' existing teleyision set, creating a-CA' terminal.

The systeM is designed to work in the-following tanner: the student

dials the computer center, places the telephone in the acoustic coupler, and
types a message to the computer center on the teletype keyboard. His message
will call .up a-specific instructional program or set ofinstructions, which
will be transmitted over the cahle TV,system and appear:onfiiS television set.

- His response will call up a program change and the computer - student inter,
action w41 continue until the lesson is completed. The computer control

system is designed around. a Hewlett-Packard 2000F du4 processOr computer,
modified by MITRE Corporation for use with their TICCIT pystem. Basically,

the systems operate in the following manner: progamS are stored in computer

Memory. When a specific program is:called up, computer, signals are generated,
fed into the TICCIT system, and transformed into a TV'signal which is trans-
'witted over a cable network. The visual display appears on the television set

in-the home.

A wide range of curriculum programs will be available to users of the

system. One set of materials includes reading.and language arts programs
appropriate for grades 3-6, as well as secondary programs in language, English,
reading, arithmetic, and GED preparation skills. Another set contains approx-
imately 350 individual lessons appropriate for all elementary grades, gen-
erally known as the Palo Alto materials. A third set of materials is appro-

priate for secondary level students and'includes arithmetic drill and practice

and simulation games. This setcontains contributed materials prepared by
computer users and distributed bysthe computer manufacturer.

This prOject will serve approximately one hundred. families during its
development phase and can provide different programs to ten homes simul-

taneously. The-range of programs will provide-individualized instruction and
extensive data recording.and storing capacity.

The Purdue UniversitYProject

The Purdue University Achievement Center for Children has4nitiated a
project which utilizes two television transmission systems-to deliver video
tape programs to homes of.fifty children labeled either severely or profOundlY-



retarded, cerebralpalsied and/or.physically handicapped, wd seriously
emotionally disturbed, from birth through three years'of age. Robert Currie,
the director, and his associates are producing a series of eighty half-hour
video-tapes designed to teach specific developmental skills.

Professional quality video-tapes are designed to provide jlustrations of
three Methods for teaching a discrete behavior. A professional actor intro-
duces each tape-and carries on an informal dialogue directed toward the par-
ent. ,A parent trainer demonstrates teaching techniques to a handicapped
child, then assists the childls parent as she uses the same techniques. The
informal style of the narrator and the use of a living roim set establish a
relaxed,,nondirective instructional format. When the programs are complete,
they willd transmitted intb homes by mid-band cable TV or ITFS systems.
During the term of the project, the fifty children in the target population
will be identified and assessed by Achievement Center personnel. Equipment
will be placed in their homes toenable families to receive programs. In-
struction will be available to parents' four hours per week for a forty week
period-. Parents will receive a TV sch6dule indicating when programs specific
to their child's needs will be, shown. Each broadcast period will last ap-
proximately one hour. After the video-tape is shown, parents will.interact
through a telephone link to the studio. Professional staff will be present to
answer parents' questions and to provide additional suggestions. Since many
families may be using the same programs simultaneously, parents will have the
opportunit5, to hear each others' questions and, concerns. Children's growth
will be evaluated during the project and compared to - control group which
does not receive instruction.

The University of Kentucky Project

For three yearsl_Tawney. (1972) has been involved in the design and im-
plementation of technology in a preschool for children with severe develop-
mental retardation. An INTERACT computer system (BRS/LVE), integrated with
solid state_equipKent, hasiteen used to develop hardware_ond software for
automated teaching programs.' The telecommunications project atthe University
of Kentucky is an extension of ongoing research and development activities
initiated by the earlier Project,, Programmed Environments for the Develop-
mentally Retarded. The geal of the telecommunications project is to design a
System which will deliver.direct instruction to infants and young children in
their home environments. The first objective of the system was to develop a.,
prototype unit which would enabla-signals generated by the INTERACT system to
be transmitted over telephone lines to instructional devices in hote settings.
The second objective is to determine that these devices can work reliably-for
extendediPeriodsnf time, while they provide instruction to children. When
completed, this will be the first applicationofdirect computer-generated'
instruction to remote terminals which, re :individually designed to register
simple responses to complex stimulus Rresentations. Thus the Kentucky pro-
ject is a techonology demonstration whese product will be a:roplicable system
with a wide range of applications.

I

The components of the system are an. INTERACT computer, signal transfer-
.

mation units which convert electronic signals to audio signals, acoustic
coupling devices, and a WATS telephone hook-up.

...1
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The INTERACT syst6m consists of'a Data, General Nova 1200 mini-computer
which has been modified by'BRS to operate with ACT (Automated Co4tingency
Translator), a language designed.for the Behavioral Sciences. ACT programs

are written in ,a natural language which is translated into a machine language

by the INTERACT system. It can be learned rapidly by a person with little
expertise in computer programming, an attribute whigh makes it especially
attractive for educational applications. The first major efforts have been

the design and testing of a prototype device (presently called a parallel-to-

series unit) which enables the computer signal to be transformed-to an audl-

tory signal which can be transmitted over a telephone line. Each unit has two

components. One is placed between the computer and the modem which connects
to the telephone line, and, the other is placed between the acoustic coupler

and the teaching machine in the home. An electronic signal is transformed

into an audio signal at one end and converted back to its original form at the

other.. The learning devices which are placed in the homes range from an
automated crib to a teaching machine console which can present and record
responses to reading comprehension programs. Presently, thd telecommunica-
tions system is linked to the state WATS system through the University access
lines.

Eighteen families will be served during the second year of the project..
They will have access to six lines at the computer so that six children can
receive instruction simultaneously for two hours per day, for approximately
250 days. Sequential curricular programs will be designed by a home liaison
cordinator and carried out in cooperation with parents.



THE DESIGN AND FUNCTIONS OF A
MODEL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

The birth of an'infant with observable and multiple handicapping con-
ditions signals an immediate chahge in the life cycle of a family unit. The

number, type, severity, and incontrovertible presence of handicapping con-
ditions is in direct propbrtion to the number, type, and duration of contacts
the family will,have with health, educational, and social service agencies.

Social commitments to home rearing and community services mandate new
service delivery models. Preliminary evidence from early intervention pro-
grams suggests that it is desirable'to begin educational intervention within a
few days-of birth and maintain daily, systematic, and sequential curriculum
programming continuously through and perhaps beyond the normal schooling
period. The nature of handicapping conditions and a presumed range of par-'
ents' adaptive behavior dictates that families will come into - contact with
numerous social agencies as their child matures. The use of technology to
assist parents-to aid and educatechilgen is absured by the development of
the telecommunication described In an*rlier section. The specific function
of each of- these projectl has been described. The purpose of this section is
to describe the, functionswhich a composite, model telegommunications system
might perform during` -the first years in the life of a person with severe and
multiple hapdicapping'conditions. The basic functions include the use of
technology -to assist parents to teach their children, to provide direct in-
struction to children from birth into the early school years, and to assist
parents with the additional child rearing demands by coordinating communica-
tion'with and arranging interventions from the appropriate service agencies.
The implicatidns for 'comprehensive data collection will become apparent and
will be discussed in the final section of this Chapter.

Components of a model center

Facilities

The Kcntucky,telecommunications system will be utilized as the most
direct reference for the model, c4signated simply as the Center, and located,
on a major university campus. The location provides access Wthe resources
of the university, particularly medical services which receive dai4ged infants
fo'r emergencytreatment.

Instrumentation

The instrumentation component of the center is composed of a mini-com-
puter system which is linked by telephone and /or television transmission to
homes of handicapped persons geographically dispersed across a service area.
Control systems, such as INTERACT and TICCIT, integrated to function as in-

-dependent combined:systems) will generate a Wide variety of signals or dis-
plays. An extensive-librae of software programs will be available to gen-
erateinstructions.from sim le discrimination training,to preacademic and
academic instruction, including regular elementary and secondary curricula.-



Banks of signal transformation or modulation devices will link the computer
systems to the appropriate transmission system. A linkup between the campus

computer system will permit data transmission for permanent,storage in the

larger system. The Center may also be linked to other centers across the
country, as computer-to-transmission coupling devices, e.g. the Kentucky

parallel-to-series units, move from prototypes to full production systems.

An extensive inventory of television equipment will complete the instru-
mentation for the Center. 'Specialty equipment, e.g. TICCIT computer-to-table
signal generator/transformers, video-tape recorders, and portable TV units,
will send video-taped information into hoines and enable field coordinators to
obtain video data on child or family performance in the home. Where cable

transmission is not feasible and over-the-air transmission is inadequate,
loaner video-tape recorders may be placed in homes to transmit certain infor-

mation to parents. The Purdue tape series reprbsents an excellent example of
material that'might be presented in the home by loaner equipment.

In addition to the institmentation the%Center will also contain a work-
shop where individually designed hardware units such as automated cribs and
teaching machines are stored or built. This unit might also be responsible
for the design and fitting of prosthetic devices for handicapped persons. If

devices are available to families on a loan basis, and if they can be modified
simply, it may be appropriate for such a unit to develop a."lending inventory",
particularly since devices for young children are used for short periods and

then outgrown.

Staff

At a minimum, a Center may be .staffed with two people: a field liaison
coordinator and a computer/educational programmer. The coordinator's major
responsibilities are monitoring children's educational programs and-initiating
liaison with appropriate service agencies. The rograMMSr's responsibilities
include generation of appropriate programs and to lection and treatment of the
data which those programs produce.

An expanded staffing Pattern is entirely contingent upon the financial ,
support, base for the Center, the number of children Served, the rate.. of in-
crease in population served per year, and .the number of ancillary research and ,

demonstration activities conducted in conjunction with the delivery of ser-

vices* In short order, it is easy to consider the addition of administrative.
and secretarial staff, a research coordinator, a full-time social servi4es
coordinator,_ data analysts,. hardware design and construction staff, equipment
maintenance technicians, a curriculum development specialist (especially
critical in- the area of infant learning), and additional field coordinatorbin
multiples 2f n children.,served.Cost-effectiveness data will, ofcourse,
decidinglf4ctor in staffing-a=tenter.- It is sufficient here to note that
direct service costs must be separated from total costa, to ditermiine cost'
unit of instruction and other relevant data.

Transmission Sy!tms

. Telephone, televisi
Center with remote (home

n,:anctseellite systems may eventually link the
sites. Any home may be furnished with specially



designed equipment to communicate through one or all systems. The Kentucky

system permits voice or computer communication over telephone lines. The

Albany project 'requires both television and telephone transmission to and from

the home. In some cases, transmission over bands of a given'frequency range

will require adaptors for home television sets. These modifications, in a

sense, provide the family /4.th their "personal" station or ohannel, to view

material that is specific to their interests.

receiving

The basic task which confronts Center staff is to identify the least
obtrusive site for a learning station in the home. The decision is, relatively

clear-cut if the person is a newly born infant with a room of his own. The

task is more complex if the child is one of several children living in a two

room house up a hollow in the heart of Appalachia. Data phones, electronic/

,audio signal converters, special television antennae, and television set
converters will-be installed in locations where the child will receive in-

struction. Then approPriate instructional devices, e.g. teaching machines,
response'panels, touch telephone or teletype keyboards, will be placed in the

designated learning environment. Wheree` possible, a learning carrel may be
built to insure that instructional sessions can be conducted with a minimum of

disruption -to the learner or interruption of family routine. Center staff

will supervise placement of the appropriate learning devices in the home and

arrange for different devices to be built -or installed as the learner devel-

ops. Center staff may also recommend modifications of the-home environmentto._
reduce architectural barriers and to insure maximum mobility within the home.

SeTvice functions of the Center

The location, history, and public information systenis of a telecommuni-

cations Center should insure that every newborn with observable and multiple

handicapping conditions who resides within the service region is referred

within a few hours of birth. This referral will initiate a sedbance of in

'terventions by the Center. The functions which the Center is likely to per-.

form are,described in the following hypothetical example. The infant may be

presumed to manifest observable biological defect and multiple handicapPing

conditions. Without intervention, by school age, under traditional labeling
practices,_Ibe_child_might_likely be considered severely developmentally.
retardr!d, with physical impairments in locomotion, vision, or hearing. The

infant's parents are likely to be poor, located in awarea which is geograph-
ically separated from access to social services, to be relatively uneducated,
and to have managed the rearing of other children with at least a marginal

degree of success. If they have not yet become known to one or more service
agencies, the birth of their handicapped child will target them immediately.

The functions of the Center may be generally classified as inter-agency
liaison and coordination, direct inSYVattion, parent txaining and support,-and

information collection. Subsequent to the referral, Center staff's first
functions will be to enter the infant and family in a registry, to determine
if n'prioT history exists with regional service agencies, and lo inform appro-
priate agencies that the family may be prospective service consumers. These
activities should be-carried out with proCedures and safeguards recommended by



the.participants in the Project on:Classifitetion of .Eiceptional Children,.
reported by Hobbs (1975, pp. 222-283). Contact with the family will be ini-
tiated while the mother and child are in the hospital. -Parent support ser-
vices may be initiated in the homeprior:to the infant' arrival; in those
instances where extended hospitalization 'is required. Thngeheral objectives
of Center staff during thig perlbd should be to alert agencies to -potenrial
requests for services, to provide technical and persenal support to parents,
to-teach parents child care skills determined by specific health problems, and
to develop a basic set of requirements for the first ,component of a learning.
environment Within-the home. These objectives should reduce the impact' of the
handicapped child on the family and prepare a support base for a positive
learning environment.

Direc instruction child and parents

When Center staff have obtained extensive information on the infant, the
' home setting,'andthe parents' child rearing abilitieS, a first set of inter
vention strategies will be :written. Then, Cihter liaison programming and
-environmental design- itaff will ent=er the -home to prepare for/the installation
of the telecommunications linkage systems. The location ofithe learning
environment will be determined and the first components will be constructed.
to this instance, the infant is likely to be a lew days of.waeke old and the
first learning environment will be his crib. The general objectives for this
get,of functions are to link the home tthe Center by-the appropriate set of-
communication systems, and to design and install the learning environment. .

SeveraltyPes-ofInstruct ionel-functionn.will be_initiated simultane
ously.: Parents must be taught to use-the instrumentation and may require:
instruction in general child rearing practices aS well as-specifit'health-

practices,.. A,seqpential instructional program will be written for
the infaht, and parents may receive specific training when the-program calls
for parent-child -apparatus 'interattion.- for example; -the infant showed
significant lack of tone or development in the 1,2g puscles, the specific
instructional_ objective would be to strengthen'musdle tone using a kick panel
crib device and parent reinforcement, contingent upon a computer-generated cue
signifying that leg thrpst of a specific force had been recorded. The field
coordinator would. state and describe the rationale for the program to the
parents and teach the following-skills to enable them to operate the instru -
mentation: ,

turn the apparatus on;

- if- necessary, wait n minutes until a ready signal

appearsi

place the panel in the crib and set the force ad-
justment to-a predetermined number;

dial the Center;

_5. wait for the appropriate signal;

136



6. place the telephone in the acoustic coupler for
telephone line transmission.'

cipa e in the instructional program, the parent might be required

1. assist the child td make the first Set,of responses
by gently plaCingits feet against the panel and

"pressing;

reinforce the child with a social respbrise (tummy
rubbing talking, patting) when a computer signal
indicaet a correct response made with n units of
fonle).

2,

The instructional function is, obviously, the most constant activity
the Center. The field liaison personnel will write short and long range
programs for children in the areas of language, self-help, motor, concept, and
social development. The coordinator, in cooperation with the Centet-based
computer programmer and instrumentation design staff, will write balanced
educational programs that insure the continued development of ,the child
throughout the early years. -Aa the child matures, instrumentation will be
changed, the learning environment will be modified, and prosthetic devices may,
come and go. When bombinations-of handicapping conditions necessitate complex
instructional programming, Center "staff will be able to call upon cbnsultant
resources to assist with program writing. Thd structure.and function of the
Center, as noted, is based on service to a low incidence, difficult to manage,
geographically dispersed population. This presumes that day care, preschool,
kindergarten, and early public school programs will not bereadily available
to the-handicapped-child.- Where_they are, however, Center staff will be
responsible to see that the child has accesa-to-these-programs_and_may arrange
to install learning environments in these settings.

inter -ag=_LLaison and coordination.

The inter-agency liaison and coordination functions of the Center niay\he
performed continuously through the life of a severely handicapped person.
-Initial contacts with health and social service agencies will establish a
basis for an ongoing communication network. In the case of a marginally
adaptive' family unit, as in our example, it is likely that the Center may
orchestrate interventions by each agency in the Center's service area. After

the birth of the infant, first coordination efforts are likely to be`with
health-related agencies. Infants may require repeated hospitalization or a
special health care regimen in the home. Center staff's extensive involvement
during this period will enable them to observe significant changes in the
infant's condition, to assist parents in maintaining a specific requirement,
or to alert professionals if the family does not carry out recommended pro-
cedures. Diagnoses of infant's functional abilities In vision and hearing may-
remain tentative for an extended period. Center staff may assist parents in
obtaining repeated assessment from those few agencies that have the requisite
personnel and instrumentation to-conduct valid assesaments. When Center staff
receive the results of these assessments, they may incorporate them into



instructional programming changes and transmit results to other agenciei;
the Center will receive their progress reports and consult with their per-
sonnel to insure correspondence among concurrent training programs. Home

maintenance of the infant may require significant adjustments in the personal
health and nutritional habits of the family. yhen it is evident that public
health intervention is required, Center staff,may informally monitor the
extent to which new techniques are used and alert public health personnel to
increase or reduce intervention. This function has the potential to increase
the efficiency and effectiveness of such interventions-and can contribute to
'more effective manpower utilization.

The marginally adaptive family maY require additional financial support
to maintain their child in the home. Center staff may assist them in con -

tacting appropriate welfare or social service agencies to determine the types
of existing support systems. Providing access to such resources may require
coordination and information_sharing with legal aid societies and advocacy
groups. The-Center will maintain-a listing of procedures for obtaining finan-
cial support to purchase or lease special prosthetic or instructional devices,
in much the same way that parents of the blind child might presently obtaln.a
Brailler, an Optacon, or other materials.

Finally, Center staff will be able to monitor the family's ability to
maintain the infant in the home. All of'the lieted functions are directed
toward that goal, and it is presumed that the suggested interventions will be
.sufficient to enable the familyto raise their child. To increase the prob-
ability that they do, Center staff may encourage them to seek support from
mental health clinics and parent supporo groups. -Where.respite care services
are available, Center staff may assist families in utilizing= them. Where they
are not available, staff may be instrumental in assisting other agencies to
establish them. If it becomes apparent that massive support is insufficient
to maintain the home placement, the Center's information base and extensive
interaction with'the family willenable them to assist other agencies in
obtaining a foster home placement in the community. Although the parents may
not be able to manage the child on a daily basis, the Center can insure that
the first move out of the home is a short one and that sustained 4forts are
made to'reduce the probability of institutionalization.

Information Collection

The education and liaison functions of the Center will generate a come
prehensive data base.on each family unit. The major portion of the data will
be daily records of the child's performance on instructional tasks. Responses
to automated curricular tasks will be received and recorded fifty milliseconds
after they are emitted. In many instances, the first function of the data
will be to signal an automatic, on-line change in the academic program. In

other instances, programmers may modify a program after an instructional
session has been completed. Parents and the field coordinator may enter the
results of non-automated prograMs, either through the computer system or by
regular telephone transmission. Similarly, physical therapists and others who
intervene in the home will transmit a record of child performance to the
Center. The daily record will be transferred to permanent storage to become



part of a comprehensive cumulative record of each child's educational history.
It will be possible, to call out data summaries on all, or a portion of, the
child's record. These summaries will be helpful in the development of long

t' range educational programs. The summaries will document what and how well a
n child has learned over a period of time ---information which is critical at
this point in history, when few hold a positive view of the potential of the
child with severe and multiple handic&pping conditions. The liaison function
of the Center will gene-rate a complete history of the family's contacts with
service agencies. Kept in a central location and used as a reference by
appropriate agencies, these records will contribute significantlyto inter-
agency communication and coordination of effort.

This brief description of the multiple functions of the Center-,clearly
.emphasizes-the' unit's role as the primary. educational agent fromhirth- to an
-undefined point in adulthood. At the same time,,the description of liaison
and coordination functions gives a brief glimpse of the potential of a 'central
agenty which serves as &clearinghouse for all social service agencies. The.,

comprehensive data base, coded for confidentiality and monitored continuously,
-provides a foundation for a level of coordinated service delivery which is
-unparalleled in history.-

The examples and activities have been described in the fiture
which tends to give them a third world reality. However, certain functions
will be initiated on the Kentucky teleCommunications project before this
chapter appears in print. Whether the project can be .transformed into a.model
-Center remains to be seen, but the critical-decisions to affect that trans--
formation will have been made- before thilhook is widely distributed. Thusi-

hypothetical examples will become reality in a relatively' hort period of
time. The integratiOn of technologies, a. next lOgical step, will expand the
scope of planned activities. As the Center concept develops, the nature of
service delivery systems will be altered drastically. The Center may become a-
significant factOrin radical change of service delivery. patterns and will
obviously become a critical factor in the lives of the families it serves.
Not entirely by coincidence, the Center has the potential to affect some of
the reforms recommended by HEW's.Project on Classification of ExCeptional.
Children namely that:

"The public schools should be the institution with the
primary advocacy responsibility for providing or. obtain
ing educational and eelat6d services for.all,children -

in need of special. assistance whose condition or life'
Circumstance does not require their institutionalization."

(p. 250)

"Funds should be made available to public schools to
provide educational or developmental services to handi-
capped children and youth from birth through the school
years
. .

VI (p 251)

educational programs for handicapped children be
carried out in as near to normal settings as is-consonant
with the provision of specialized services they need."

(Hobbs, 197 -5)



SYSTEMS-0E-THE _FUTURE,

Combining prototype. systems

Thetelecommunications systems de4cribed here are prototypes, by and_

large-. Once it is determined thatthei:Werk, it will be necessary to detpr-
mitewhether they work reliably,, whether they are utilized to the maximuM,
whether they produce desired changes in behavior,and whether they do eo:'ina
cost-effective manner. AS these questions are answered,- the systems and their
products Will:undoubtedly be used in different combinations and with yet-to7 -

be-conceived technologies.

The teaching packages prepared at the University, of Utah are widely
exportable and potentially useful in a variety of educational settings.- The
content of the video language instruction tapes developed in New York City
will make them useful, Whether transmitted with the responsive TV system or
modified for standard presentation. The Purdue University parent training
tapes, likewise, will undoubtedly find their way into university training
.prograMs,_family health care units, etc. The hardware and slide programs
developed at the University of Kentucky are adaptable for other instructional
environments.

The potential of television as an instructional medium seems assured,-
regardless of the rate of development of specific systems. Cable-networks may
or may not expand into every area of the 'tountry,,and may or may not belleavily.

subscribed. Where cable TV is available, it may be necessary to_subsidize
cable payments'to families to-provide access to horde training materials. Or,

as television equipment costs drop, it may be reasonable to `provide state
grant support to enable parents to purchase video-tape recorders.- The-=cost

per unit, figured on a daily use basis, for five or ten year*, will bemini-
mal. Tape lending libraries, equipped with` facilities for duplicating master
tapes onto reusable tapes, can provide large numbers of users with the same
material, sent by mail or delivered by a home'liaiaon coordinator. As the
cost of small portable video recording units decreases (and when their relia-
bility increases), it will be possible for home liaison personnel to obtain
permanent records of parent-child interaction and child response'to automated
programs. These permanent records may be useful for study by researchers or
other interventionists.

Presently, computer systems such as INTERACT and TICCIT are constre
by the unique design characteristics of .ame-generation computer syst
Programs designed for one computer cannot be used on another without extensive
and costly modifications. This problem will be reduced as minicomputer users
expand and share software package's. Most computer manufacturers encourage and -
support the activities of user groups. These groups will undoubtedly grow in
size and originality, increasing communications among users_ and accelerating
the development of novel applications of standard programs. The products of
these groups will expand the curricular offerings, of the projects described
here. As noted, a portion of the Albany library comes from this source.



Present'design restraints may make it possibletocombine systems like
INTERACT and TICCIT-so that one minicomputer can drive both systems in suc-

-'-eession. It is reasonable to assume that both systems will beused side by
-side in a model Center, similar to that described- in'an,earlier section.. When
the first attempt is made to integrate the -t' o systems, the resulting engin-,
eering changes are likely. to standardize the components pn the independent
systems.'

The technologies described here are relatively earthbound. They may,'

however, be combined with projects which'have been initiated to test applica-
tion_of. satellite transmission to satellite communications systems which have
been under development for the pest, several years. As the space program has
decelerated, NASA h-A$ initiated programs to determine the teasibility,of
earth-satellite-earthcommunications. Major programs have been initiated in
the:Rocky:Mountain states and in Appalachia. Educational programs may be
beamed to a satellite to multiple sites within,the"satellite footprint".
some instances, relatively.low cost antennae enable audiences .to receive
television signals. In other instances, more expensive send-receive units are

:placed in a central location; these interactive units enable a large audience-,
to- communicate with professionals at the television studio subsequent to and
even during broadcast. It'istoo early to tell whether the satellite projects
will be cost-effective or whether they can generate sufficient Simultaneous ...

broadcasts to serve the many educational needs of the-inhabitants of the
sparsely populated or geographically remote areas- they were designed to serve. '

Inthe event that they receive continued support, the program content developed
on" he telecommuneations projects can be"transmitted via satellite.. At,the

Name tune, the programming content' they have deVeloped for epedificaudiences-
may.be added to the tape libraries. for.. thetelecommunications-projects,--

Our society has entered an era of rapid technological development,' where
today's innovation may be outmoded tomorrow. The telecomMinlications teehno-
logies represent new and exciting ways to deliver instruction to children.
Although they may become obsolete within ten years, they will initiate changes
in instructional modelg which will remain after they have been replaced by
more advanced technologies.

Future manpower requirements

When the opportunity is presented to engage im a bit of futurism, there
is temptation to speculate at length on the potential of technology to create
a demand for new types of- personnel and to open up new areas of research.-
There is a-tendency to obscure the difference between what is possible with
the advent of the prototype telecommunications pyojects-and what may be pos-
sible with a technology-based-Centerdelivery system. It is apparent, parti-
cularly with respect to the Center concept, that speculation proceeds on a
variety of assumptions about the way the world ought to work, rather than how
it does. These cautions notwithstanding, the prototypes have the potential to
bring about significant dhange in the lives of families. To do so will re-
quire personnel with new sets of competencies and will open up areas of re-
search which have been logistically impossible in the past;

The Kentucky 'telecommunications project will create the most-immediate
need fer personnel with different sets of competencies. A home.liaison,coor-



'dinator will need to be skilled in:

parent training
curriculum development
infant learning and develotment
operatiOn-of instrumentation
inter-agency liaison tasks

An educational /computer p ogrammer will need to be skilled in:

computer programming
writing software programs
writing long-term instructional
programs
data reduction and analysis
reporting child performance

By themselves; these are not new competencies. Taken together, they represent
unique job descriptions which few persons are qualified to fill. As techno-
logies are combined to provide long-term and extensive services, additional
functions, e.g. social service referrals and follow-up, child family advocacy,
will be added to these basic positions.



FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR-
CURRICULUM-AND PROGRAMATIC

RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT

The discussion of infant learning taskS wonld lead one to the assumption'
that valid curricula do exist, sufficienttin scope to cover the age range fram
birth to aliproximately six years of age. The Kenpicky and. Purdue projects
represent approximations to the comprehensive, sequential-Curricula. One of
the highest priorities for. research and development is the design'of a total
curriculum for ,infants with severe and multiple handicapping conditions. The
prototype telecommunications systems are,,from one perspective, more sophis-
ticated than the curricula they deliver. is posSible to deliver instruc-
tional signals-and record responses in a fraction of a second. On selected
learning tasks, simple branching is possiblek, What, is laCking is identifi-
cation of valid learning tasks and the deVelopment of fine grain instructional
sequences.- The literature.on infant learning offers somedirection for the
curriculup developer. A limited number of infant-training prog-tats have been
published and there are a few "stimulation" programs in progress at this
moment. These will form the forking material for? but should not be confused
with, a complete, systemat:ic, sequential, and fine grain infant curriculum,
Such.curriculum may require ten to fifteen years of development and valida-
tion. While present technology is sufficient to initiate the task, future
developments may accelerate its completion.

Little is known about the early development of the handicapped infant, or
of the normal infant either for that matter. The literature on infant leer -
ing is,sprinkled with comments on the logistical problems which face' the
researcher. Consequently, empirical studies of infant behavior are orten
based on short -term observations. The advent of the telecommunications sys-
tems will remove many of the barriers which have hampered programmatic re-
search efforts. Home-placed computer terminals and long-term Center contact7
with families should guarantee access to .a population and enable.researchers
to obtain data from homes on a daily basis. Research priorities are likely to
be-addressed to two general-questions: "What does the severely handicapped
infant do (e.g. how does he behave)_when he enters his home environment?"-and
"How do families behave when they return home from the hospital with their
handicapped infant?" Infant learning studies are likely to be integrated'
with, and form the empirical basis for, a valid, systematic curriculum. One
general approach will be to determine the-extent to which it is possible to
shape or build a behavioral repertoire. The outcome will include a curriculum
and a set of studies which describe 'the effects of specific intervention
strategies.

Few, have attempted to observe a family's response to a fragile and ob-
servably impaired infant. A Center-based telecommunications system,-in con-
tact with a family almost immediately after the birth of the impaired infant,
will have the capacity-to observe family-infant interactions and intervene to
increase the quality and quantity of those interactions. With sufficient
programming, it may be possible to identify and document those strategies
which most effectively help parents maintain their child in the home. Com-
prehensive record systems collected on heterogeneous family units over long



periods of-time Will contribute to'more efficient and effective delivery of.
services. The growth. of computerized telecommtinfeations systems.-willprovide'
an opportunity to obs'erve the extent to which family units can incorporate.=
advanced technology into the daily. patterns of home living. ComPuter systems
are designed-to-assist, rather than-supplant,iparents, and.are designed to
perform multiple,functions. They will be most effective when utilized to the
maximum. The presence of these systems in honms, and projected use oven a
period,of several years,-_ will provide a fertile testing ground for ihe faci-
litation ofmen-machine itAerectiens end, more-specifically, infant-computer,
family-coTputer, and parent-4.nfant-computer interactions.

A final note is called for to.emphasiae the ordering of priorities for
research with prototype telecommunioatioAs'systems and proposed-automated
curriculum. As soon as a system_has-been-conceptualized and designed, a -

__natural-first-question is often; "Yes, but is it better than 'x' (anything
else)?" =There is a more logical set of'questions which must be diredted
toward prototype systems, and it-is important that policy makers, profes-.
sionals', and parents learn to address first- questions first. Viewing all the
systems collectively, a general sequence might be:

e

L
Does it work?

Does it work reliably?

Is the system cost-effective?

What are the parameters for
curricular presentations?

'How do Parents, child, and
system interact to carry out an
instructional program?

What ate the "normal tasks of
childhood?"

What are valid instructional
tasks from birth to six?

How do infants respond to specific
instructional tasks?

Do severely retarded infants learn?
.-

Is this:approach better than another?

In closing, it should be apparent fro& the length of the list that the
',first natural question must be preceded by a more logical set. In 1975,
telecommunications systems appear_to have the potential to produce significant
change in the lives of-handicapped infants and in the structure of futufe
delivery systems. In some cases, it May require up to fifteen years of research



and .development..to provide answers to each of the questions which are ad-
dressed here. It seems appropriate to end.with a caution that-consumers and
consumeradvacateaaddress the prh'perquegtions in their logical sequence.
Failure to do so will consign :these, innovative programs to the nation's junk
.heap,of.grandiose projects whiChhave foundered on the shoals of underfunding
and premature evaluatibn.
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APPENDIX B.

MAJOR ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT



JOB ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITII
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPNENT

Appendix B contains a chronological list of the major activities and their
attendant problems which transpired during the technological development of
the system. Entries in the problem column largely account for the delays and
system failures. Minor problems such As equipment-failure requiring mainten-
ance (e.g., projector bulb burning out, relay malfunction) or occasional com-
puter malfunction (e.g. loss of the ACT language), are not listed.

Data shown in Section Three suggests that major problems were. solved and
thatit was possible to obtain reliable data transmission in the majority of
sites. This information is included in the report to provide potential repli-
cation users with a-general, idea of problems likely to be encountered in tech-
nology development projects. ,Mere, linking different systems multiplied. the
effects of problems within a single component of the system.



CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED

ACTIVITY

1974 Delay in Project start date Funding date changed from

June to July

PROBLEM

T TECHI OLOGICAL

SOURCE

DEVELOPMENT

SOLUTION

BEM /Grants &

Procurements

Management

Whole con

back one month

d set

1974 Equdpment'delivery delayed Delivery time lengthened

from 90 -7 120 days

undetermined none

ber 15, Equipment delivery delayed Promised delivery date

met

HRS/IVE

Electronics

calla made requesting

delivery

her 1, Equipment delivery delayed New promised delivery date

not met

BRS/1VE

Electronics

calls made requesting

delivery

ry 20, Prototype interface co--

pleted and tested by

BRSAVE

Modems not compatible with

CBT used to test interface

Teledynamics

specification

error

BRS/LVE request

from phone company

CBT

ry 28, Prototype interface

and tested at Telecommunica-

tions site

delivered 1. Interface wouid not link

up with Telecomm tions

CBT

2, Transmitted signals not

reassembled properly by

modem interface

1-Teledynamics

specification

error

Z. Internal

heating of in-

terface sus-

pected

1. Call to.TeledynaMics

identified problem

2. Prototype)interface

returned to factory for

further development

ary - Received and tested revised none

975 prototype interface

none none



LIST OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES AS OCIATED WITH DBVELOPM ENT (continued)

OURCE

none

PAOB

17- Tested system with child at

Progranned Environments

Preschool

none

SOLUTION

none

24- Installed and tested system none
1975 wiltechild at child's hone

in Lexington, Ky.

none none

, 1975 Installed and tested system

at Henry Clay school in

Louisville, Ky.

none none none

Construction of apparatus
'75 began

needed to observe children none site visits and eve a-
tion of referrals

Tested production model

modem interface
Interface clocks needed ad- characteristic of

justing interface

pig-tail leads soldered

onto each test point and

resistor adjusted with

aid of oscilloscope

First home installation Data transmission persis-
completed tently unreliable

Timing error and

incompatibility

of acoustic coupler

and,.hard-wired

modem

Teiedynsmics representa-

tive checked modems and

diagnosed problem as in-

compatible modems (LC-3's

ordered to replace LC-l's)



ACTIVITY

LIST OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH DEVELOPMENT (continued

PROB SOUR.0 SOLUTIO=N

12 - Tested new LC-3's

9,

LC-3's linked up with ori-

ginal modem but not the

other five

wiring error in

original Teledy-

namic9 specifica-

tions

_rewired modems and had

telephone company rewire

phone systet

Added programs to computer

station #3

Children's responses made on 2 printed circuit

station #3 programs were not :cards were defect-

recorded accurately lye

Defective cards were re-

placed and returned to

BRS/LVE for repair

continued daily rennin

'76 children

ersistent inaccurate data

from sites in Somerset area

noise from tele-

phone lines suS-

pected

call to phone company

resulted in check of

trunk lines. No prob-

lems found but could

have been defective

feed line

I r
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TELEC 1MMUNICATIONS\ PROJECT STAFF

11 Porter Building
730 South Limbstone

Lexington, Kentucky 40506

NAME

Ms. Pat Cobb, Field Liaison

Ms. Marilyn Gall, Social Worker

Dr. Janes Cooley, Research Director

Ms. Lilly Burns, Telecommunicatioffs Operator

PHONE NUMBER

(606) 258-4716

(606) 258-4716

(606) 258-1815

-(606) 58-2815

Call collect 8:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m. (EST) Monday through Friday.. Weekends and
holidays call the field liaison collec at 606 - 266-4383.

0
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* INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this manual is to show how to operate the pieces of equip-
ment that accompany the learning apparatus in the home.

This is only for the basic pieces of,equipment. Since each learning
apparatus is individually designed, any additional and/or different instruc-
tions are under separate cover.

PARTS AND THEIR FUNCTION

These are the separate parts of the whole set. They are talked about in
the order that you will be operating them.

FIGURE 1

This is the MODEM POWER SUPPLY.
power for all of-the equipment. It stt g-on the top of the Modem Interface.
(SeeTig. 2).

The. modem power supply furAishes the
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FigurE
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al to an electric
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machine.



4

ACOUSTICS. COUPLER telephone hands
ustia coupler links the telephone sys.te



kn (,See
teaching



This is the ,holeur

To make everything w
position and order: Plea
chart as a guide.

Power Supply on/of
Fig.

Modem Interface on/of
Fig.

Acoustic Coupler
AND
telephone
handset

ANS al

Fig.
'posit:

Fig. :

Acoustic Coupler Orangl



z

the Correct
e folidwing,

SITION/XI

minutes
soh

to do so,
OFF.

:ch, earphone
orange_ light

Lephoneis



FIGURZ 7
--

The NODEM POWER_ SUPPLY has one -switch, to be turned. ON five

minutes laefore the scheduled time for the Telecommunications operator to call.
ON is UP.: The arrow in Figure 8 shows the ON/OFF switch.
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FIG RE 9
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It is IMPORTANT to put the telephowhandse
_ _

correctly. (See FigM.The cord gDes in the
orange light will:Welosest,to-the.learpliOne.

'The ow in Figure 11 points to the ORAVM
the connection is complete; -ThiS could take as
the telephone handSet is placed in the coupler.
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I cbuger
pier and the

1 lag
minu
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FIGURE-

About thirty (3 d after the COUPLER LIGHT comes on the STIMULUS
OUTPUT light 200 will start to flash on arid off. Wherr this occurs, push the
LANUM. SWITC11 #1 (Fig. 14) ONE TUIE when you and your child are ready t© Work.
shing the manual switch will start the lesson.0
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SEQUENCE OF C'IglZATISIN

cuter before the scheduled lesson ime turn
ON the power supply. (Fig. 8).

Cheek all switches .on the acoustic coupler to make sure they are in
the OFF (left) position. (Fig. 9).. /

the opera r will call.

If the operator tells you to, push
coupler to the RIGHT. (Fig. 9).

=:11 on the acoustic

Then put the telephone handset into Le acoustic coupler. (Fig. 10).

Turn the slide projector ON (Fig. 15).

When the 'stimulus output lights ,)00 & 200-on the Modem Interface wink
back and forth (Fig. 1,3), push the MANUAL SWITCH #1 -= ONE time.
(Fig. 14).

Turn ON the tape recorder. (Fig. 19).

9 Work with your child on the learning apparatus.

10. At the end of the lesson, talk to the operator again.

Turn OFF the tape recorder. (Fig. 20).

12. Turn-OFF the ANS switch.- (Fig 9).

13.. After hanging up the telephone, turn the tray of slides to the ZERO
position. (Fig.-17).

14. Turn the slide-projector to the FAN position. (Fig.

15. Turn OFF the power supply; (Fig. 8).

16. Three (3) or four (4) minutes later turn the slide projector to the
OFF position. (Fig. 18).

1E

TROUBLESHOOTING OR.
WHAT WENT WRONG? !-

Is the interface switch in the ON position? (Fig. 2

Is the power supply switch ON position? (Fig. 7)

Did_the-orange light on the coupler come on? (Fig. 11) If not, and
the operator is not on the telephone, HANG UP
call baCk.

The operator will



Are_any of the other switches; (besides the:Answer, rit
coup.Wir in the ON (right) position? The ecco andfss2z sw
are to, :be in the OFF position (left). (Fig. 9).

2
I

111 the power supply plugged into the wall Outlet?
actactive light on?)

on the
tches

No music from the_ tape recorder --,doeb the tape need turning over
or rewinding?

_____

Music plays ell\the
(Fig. 21).

is the phone 'handset in

re -- is the remote-plug in\ the corr-
1

)
, Is the wire in manual $w
(bottom row fof liglts)?

\

e correct position in he coupler? (Fig. 10)-.

Ch,iilhooked to the response input 200
Fig. 14).



SLIDE PROD ZTOR OPERATION



The slide projecto is located-in the back 6f
ON the projector, the switch (Fig._ 15) mist be move(
tion.

r1FIGURE_

The slide tray must be in the.ZER0-(0) position
each lesson.

.

--;
GFIURE --16

== 1 6a



ndowed yox. To turn-

4 up to the TOP LAMPixtRi-;

16,



Figure'17 shows the lever on the right hide of the slide projector that
must be held down to move the tray of slides.. . At the END of each lesson, the
slide tray should be-put back into ZER0 position.

Also, at the end of each lesson, the projector must be cooled down before
it is turned. off-. To do this ,'the.- switch (Fig:18)-should be moved to. the FAN

(middle)iposition. Three, (3) or four (4) minuies should bel.enough time to
cool the "projector. The switch should then b' -moved to the OFF (bottom)
position.

r
_

Kodak



TAPE RECORDER OPERATION







FIGURr-21

$ Make -6 at the start of each lesson that the r of plus is in place
(Fig. -21). If the -plug is not in-placei-,tha-,tape will play continuously.
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DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

PRINTED MATERIAL:

1. A chapter "Educating Severely Handicapped Children and Their Parents
.Through Telecommunications" was written and will appear in N. Haring
and L. Brown (Eds.), Teaching Severely and Profoundly Multihandica ed
Children. New York: Grune and Stratton. In press, 1976 (Appendix A

A chapter "Computer Technology, the Perennial Greet: White Hope for the
Handicapped". In Brehm, 11.J., and Deitz, S.J. (Eds ) Early Interven-
tion for the Severel Programming and
Eugene, Oregon: Area of Special Education, University of Oregon, Mono
graph #2, 1976.

ri

A brochure was developed, and disseminated to state and local agencies
Who work with Parents and/or severely handicapped infants including'',.
Kentucky local school district superintendents and supervisors,
Kentucky DDSA directors, state and national -"liege and university
personnel, and state directors of special e anon.

CONFERENCE/WORKSHOP PRESENTATIONS:

1. Council for Exceptional Children International Convention,
California, April, 1975.

Kentucky State Conference on Programs for Exceptional Children,
Louisville, Kentucky, October, 1975.

_ Angeles,

American Association for the Education of the Severely /Profoundly..
Handicapped Second Annual Conference, Kansas City, November, 1975.

The project director participated, alonggith the other tele
communications project directors and the BEH project officer,
in one session to describe and discuss the five telecommuni-
cations projects.

b. The project direct chaired:a panel which discussed "Service
DeliVery'to Sparsely Populated Areas"-

, -

c. A third 'Session entitled "Instructional Technology ..." involved
the project director BaSic issues related- to technology
development were addressed and learning, devices built on the
project were-discussed.

University Of Oregon Severely HAnd_iapped Conference, Eugene, Oregon,
February,

New Mexico Federation of Council for Exceptional Ch
Santa Fe, New Mexicol, March, 1976.

Kentucky - Federation of Council for Exceptional Children Conference,
Lexington, Kentu4y, March, 1976.

dren Conference,



Coin-mil for Exceptional Children International CO',' ention, Chicago,

Illinois, April, 1976.

Churchill Park School, Jefferson County Public Se ools, Louisvi
Kentucky, April, 1976.

\

9. Pulaski County Association for Children with Learn rig Disabilities,
Sonerset, Kentucky, May, 1976.-

C MEDIA:

A slide presentation was developed and has been used eitensively at
conference/workshop presentations and with visitors to 'he projpet
site.


